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Abstract
The importance of the western Weddell Sea to Weddell Sea Deep Water formation
by Mathias van CASPEL
The dense water flowing out from the Weddell Sea (WS), the Weddell Sea Deep Water
(WSDW), significantly contributes to Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) and plays an impor-
tant role in the Meridional Overturning Circulation. However, the relative importance of
the western Weddell Sea as a major source region remains unclear. Several studies hypoth-
esized that the continental shelf off Larsen Ice Shelf (LIS) is important for deep and bottom
water production, but the role of the Larsen Ice Shelf remains speculative. In this work the
importance of the western WS including the LIS to the production of WSDW is investigated
using in situ observations and results from numerical simulations.
Measurements made during the Polarstern cruise ANT XXIX-3 (2013) in the northwest-
ern WS add evidence to the importance of the western WS as a dense water source. An
Optimum Multiparameter Analysis shows that the dense water found near the shelf break
in front of the former Larsen A and B ice shelves, together with a very dense water observed
off Larsen C Ice Shelf, increases the thickness and changes the θ/S characteristics of WSDW
that leaves the WS through gaps in the South Scotia Ridge to form AABW. A numerical
experiment performed with the Finite Element Sea-ice Ocean Model (FESOM) was used to
verify the hypothesis that the continental shelf of the western WS is important for dense
water formation.
The model results show the changes in the thermohaline properties of the WSDW flow-
ing along the continental slope of the western WS, as well as an increase in the transport
downstream. The variability along the continental slope can be explained by fluctuations of
the large-scale circulation, namely the Weddell Gyre. In addition, there is no indication that
dense waters are formed in the continental shelf of the western WS, and the exchanges be-
tween continental shelf and continental slope are small. These results suggest that the area
is not important for WSDW formation as previously inferred from the sparse observations
mainly along the continental slope. Instead, the western WS seems to be a region where the
characteristics of WSDW are determined due to mixing of waters formed upstream. Two
sensitivity experiments were designed to investigate whether LIS plays an indirect role in
the dense water production: (1) Larsen B Ice Shelf was added to the grid, (2) Larsen C Ice
Shelf was completely removed from the grid. The experiments show that LIS plays an im-
portant role for the waters on the continental shelf but has only minor importance for the
WSDW.
Given the disagreement between the hypothesis derived from the observations and the
model results, more in situ data are needed to determine whether the western Weddell Sea
is a region where dense water is formed or whether it only serves as a conduit for dense
waters formed further upstream, which interact in the western WS before reaching the final
WSDW characteristics.
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Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) is formed around Antarctica and can be found in the deep
basins of all oceans. The spreading of this water mass is a key component of the Meridional
Overturning Circulation (MOC) (e.g. Talley, 2013; Marson et al., 2015). The Weddell Sea
Deep Water (WSDW), which is formed directly along the slope of the western Weddell Sea
(WS) or due to mixing with Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW) (e.g. Foster and Carmack,
1976; Foldvik and Gammelsrød, 1988; Caspel et al., 2015a), is the most important source of
AABW (e.g. Orsi et al., 1999; Meredith, 2013).
The production of WSDW and WSBW is linked to sea ice formation on the continental
shelf and the melting of ice shelves (Fig. 1.1). Once the surface freezing temperature of -
1.9oC (depending on salinity) is reached, sea water starts to freeze and most of the salt is
expelled forming a salty solution called brine. Brine can be trapped in the ice as brine pock-
ets, or be directly released to the ocean where it sinks, since it is denser then the surrounding
waters.
Polynyas observed near the coast or ice shelf margins are particularly important for the
changes in sea water density. Persistent offshore winds blow sea ice away from the coast
facilitating the heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere. When the atmosphere is cold
enough more ice is formed and the process is repeated. The export of fresh water in form of
sea ice and the intense brine release due to the constant freezing of water produce the High
Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW).
HSSW is dense enough to reach the bottom of the continental shelf. From there it can
flow down the continental slope where it mixes with ambient waters to form either WSDW
or WSBW. In the presence of an ice shelf, HSSW can flow into the cavity and melt the glacier
at its base, where the in situ freezing temperature is lower than -1.9oC because of the high
pressure. In addition to HSSW, other water masses can enter the ice shelf cavity, and the
mixture of these water masses with Glacial Melt Water (GMW) is called Ice Shelf Water
(ISW), defined as a water mass with temperature below the surface freezing point (Foldvik
and Gammelsrød, 1988).
When ISW leaves the cavity it can mix with ambient water to form the colder and fresher
WSBW or end up as WSDW in shallower layers of the water column. If the shelf water
causing the melting has low salinity, the resulting mixture with GMW is light and might
end up at the ocean surface (Kusahara and Hasumi, 2014). In this case, the water column
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FIGURE 1.1: Schematic representation of Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW) and Weddell Sea
Deep Water (WSDW) formation. The paths of High Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) and Ice Shelf
Water are indicated as well as the input of Glacial Melt Water (GMW). ISW and HSSW contribute
to the WSBW, mixtures of this water masses with Warm Deep Water (WDW) form WSDW.
becomes stable and less salt is injected in the ocean when the water freezes, leading to a
lower production of HSSW (Hellmer, 2004). Similar mechanisms can be observed when sea
ice melts; in both cases it can cause a reduction on the AABW formation or changes in its
thermohaline characteristics.
This and other processes that modify AABW characteristics can be traced back to the re-
gions where the water masses are formed. In the WS, the most important sources of WSDW
are the continental shelf in front of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS), located in the south-
western WS (Foldvik and Gammelsrød, 1988; Foldvik et al., 2004; Nicholls et al., 2009), and
the continental shelf off Larsen Ice Shelf (LIS) in the northwestern WS (Gordon et al., 1993;
Fahrbach et al., 1995; Gordon, 1998; Gordon et al., 2001; Schröder et al., 2002; Nicholls et al.,
2004; Absy et al., 2008; Huhn et al., 2008; Jullion et al., 2013).
Until recently, FRIS was considered to be protected from melting caused by the ocean, i.e.
from increased basal melting, in a warmer climate because of the need of HSSW to transport
heat into the ice shelf cavity (Nicholls, 1997). Nicholls (1997) believed that, with a lower
HSSW formation caused by smaller sea ice growth rate, deep convection would be reduced
and no other water mass would be able to carry heat into the ice shelf cavity. Hellmer et al.
(2012) showed that in the absence or with a reduced volume of dense waters, HSSW or ISW,
Warm Deep Water (WDW) can flow over the continental shelf and underneath FRIS via the
Filchner Trough. The inflow of this relatively warm water mass would lead to massive ice
shelf melting and substantial changes to the properties of WSDW and WSBW.
While the consequences of climate change for FRIS lie in the future, LIS already experi-
enced sizable changes. In the past, Larsen Ice Shelf was formed by Larsen A (LIS-A), Larsen
B (LIS-B), and Larsen C (LIS-C), but nowadays only LIS-C and a small portion of LIS-B exist.
In January 1995, Larsen A disintegrated in a few days (e.g. Rott et al., 1996), and in February
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of 2002 something similar happened to Larsen B (e.g. Rack and Rott, 2004). Despite of this
visible changes to the ice shelf configuration, it is unknown if the absence of LIS-A and LIS-B
had any consequences for the local hydrography or WSDW formation in the northwestern
WS.
So far, LIS-C appears to be stable, but there is evidence of a thinning with time, possibly
due to basal melting (e.g. Shepherd et al., 2003). The loss of air contained in glacial firn and
consequent densification of the ice shelf could also account for the lowering of the ice shelf
surface (Holland et al., 2011). A model study performed by Holland et al. (2009) suggests
that marine ice and oceanic freezing can heal rifted meteoric ice, and thus reduce the like-
lihood of LIS-C collapse. They also state that the warming of waters in the ice shelf cavity
would cause greater melting and less-widespread freezing. Modifications in the melting
and freezing rates or in LIS-C morphology could cause changes to the WSDW formed in
this area.
Although the dense water formation is small in the northwestern WS (Huhn et al., 2008;
Caspel et al., 2015a), the contributions from the LIS region are found shallower in the water
column than those originating from FRIS, 1000 km upstream (Gordon et al., 2001) and thus
are more likely to escape from the WS to form AABW. The passages connecting the WS and
the Scotia Sea are less than 3500 m deep (Naveira Garabato et al., 2002; Franco et al., 2007),
so the shallower WSDW has a larger contribution to AABW. Schröder et al. (2002) observed
a high variability in the properties of the dense waters able to cross the South Scotia Ridge
and suggest that the fluctuations are related to an intermittent contribution of water masses
from the Larsen region.
Fahrbach et al. (1995) compared a hydrographic section in front of Larsen C and one
close to the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula (AP) and observed fresher and warmer deep and
bottom water on the slope of the northern section. They argued that the changes along the
flow were caused by a mixture of LIS shelf waters with WDW. Gordon et al., 2001 observed
a fresher and more ventilated type of WSDW (VWSDW) and WSBW (VWSBW) south of the
South Orkney Plateau both formed by the interaction between shelf water from the Antarctic
Peninsula and WSDW. The authors suggest that the VWSBW is produced at a site more to
the south with a stronger component of WSDW than the VWSDW. 1
Measurements made in March 2002 on the shelf just north of Larsen C revealed the pres-
ence of water colder than the surface freezing point, originating from the interaction with the
ice shelf (Nicholls et al., 2004). Hydrographic data from 2004-2005 collected during the Ice
Station Polarstern (ISPOL) drift experiment (Hellmer et al., 2008) also showed evidence for
dense water production in this region and revealed the presence of lenses of relatively salty
and cold waters on the continental slope at a depth of 1600 m (Absy et al., 2008). Optimum
Multiparameter Analysis (OMP) using temperature, salinity, and noble gas observations to-
gether with chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) as age tracers supported the hypothesis of a nearby
source (Huhn et al., 2008).1
In this study, the properties and pathways of dense waters coming from LIS surround-
ings are investigated using data from Polarstern Cruise ANT XXIX/3 (Gutt et al., 2013) and
1Paragraph copied from Caspel et al., 2015a
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the Finite Element Sea-ice Ocean Model (FESOM). Besides of giving a broader view on the
circulation with the present ice shelf configuration, the model will be used to (1) explore the
importance LIS-B had to the regional circulation and to (2) evaluate an hypothetical scenario
where LIS-C is completely absent.
In the following, a brief description of the hydrography and circulation is given to sup-
port the discussion in subsequent sections. In the second chapter, the hydrographic data
used is described and the ideas derived from the observations are presented and discussed.
In the remaining chapters FESOM and the sensitivity experiments are described, the results
are analyzed and discussed in view of previous ideas. Finally, a summary and an outlook
are given.
1.2 Hydrography and circulation
The WS circulation is dominated by the Weddel Gyre (WG - Fig. 1.2), a cyclonic gyre forced
by the wind and enhanced by the baroclinic circulation caused by density gradients in the
ocean. The southern and western boundaries of the WG are delimited by Antarctica and the
AP, the northern ’margin’ is set by the South Scotia Ridge and the Southwest Indian Ridge.
There is no clear physical barrier at the eastern border of the WG making the eastern inflow
and recirculation highly dynamic features (e.g. Schröder and Fahrbach, 1999).
The water masses carried by the WG are: Antarctic Surface Water (AASW), Winter Water
(WW), WDW, WSDW, and WSBW (Fig. 1.3). AASW characteristics vary seasonally; during
austral summer AASW is warmed by the sun and its salinity is reduced by melting of sea
ice, in winter it cools down to surface freezing temperatures ( -1.9oC) and its salinity is
usually higher. The mixed layer is deeper in winter, and the water portion below the surface
water that remains cold during summer time is named WW.
WDWoriginates fromCircumpolar DeepWater (CDW) that enters theWSmainly through
its eastern margin (e.g. Ryan et al., 2016). CDW is light (lower density) compared to the wa-
ter masses found at same depth inside the WS and upwells when entering the WG (Fig. 1.4
A). WDW occupies the depth range from 200 to 1500 m (e.g., Fahrbach et al., 2011), has a
neutral density (γn - Jackett and McDougall, 1997) between 28.0 and 28.27 kg m−3, and a
potential temperature (θ) greater than 0oC (Fig. 1.4).
While flowing around the Weddell Basin, WDW is cooled by mixing with the surround-
ing shelf waters and recirculates as the WDW ’cold regime’ (e.g. Ryan et al., 2016). Near the
shelf break, WDW may become colder than 0oC, then called Modified Warm Deep Water
(MWDW) if it has the same density as WDW. The mixture of MWDW or WDW with dense
shelf waters forms WSDW or WSBW.
WSDW is found below the WDW, and WSBW occupies the bottom layer of the deep
ocean. The γn of 28.4 kg m−3 separates the two water masses, the γn limits used to define
the WSDW (28.4 kg m−3 > WSDW > 28.27 kg m−3) and the WSBW (WSBW > 28.4 kg m−3)
correspond closely to the 0oC and -0.7oC limits used in earlier studies (Fahrbach et al., 2011).
The γn of 28.27 kg m−3 is also the lower density limit of AABW originating from the Weddell
Sea (Orsi et al., 1999).
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FIGURE 1.2: Schematic representation of the deep circulation in the Weddell Sea and surround-
ing basins. The black lines show the position of the sections shown in Figure 1.4. The abbrevi-
ations stand for Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), Brans-
field Strait (BS), Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW-gray), Filchner Ice Shelf (FIS), Filchner Through
(FT-dotted line), Joinville Island (JI), Larsen Ice Shelf (LIS), Ronne Ice Shelf (RIS), Scotia Sea (SS),
South Scotia Ridge (SSR-dotted line), Warm Deep Water (WDW-yellow), Weddell Sea Bottom
Water (WSBW-green), and deep (blue) and shallow (red) Weddell Sea Deep Water (WSDW).
FIGURE 1.3: TS diagram showing the main water masses found in the Weddell Sea (WS). Two
casts from the Fichner Through near the ice shelf (Filch), one cast from the western margin of
Ronne Ice Shelf (Ronne), one from the northwestern Weddell Sea (NW-WS), and one from central
WS (CE-WS), aprox. 35 oW along the section shown in Figure 1.2. Abbreviations are Antarctic
Surface Water (AASW),High Salinity Shelf Water (HSW), Ice Shelf Water (ISW), Warm Deep Wa-
ter (WDW), Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW), Weddell Sea Deep Water (WSDW), and Winter
Water (WW).
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Here, two hydrographic sections are used to illustrate the water column structure: one
along the Prime Meridian, and a second that runs from the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula to
Kapp Norvegia (SR04)(Figs. 1.2 and 1.4). The data shown is from the World Ocean Atlas
(WOA) (Locarnini et al., 2013), and these sections were chosen because they were repeated
several times (e.g. Huhn et al., 2013). Along the Prime Meridian, the WOA data shows the
CDW upwelling into the WS to form the WDW in the northern part of the section and WDW
carried by southern branch of the WG near Antarctica. WSDW is found below the WDW
and, between Maud Rise and the Southwestern Indian Ridge, where it overlays the WSBW.
The WSBW occupies the deeper parts of the WS basin and is trapped there by bathymetric
constrains, the total volume of this water mass is balanced by the conversion into WSDW
due to mixture and its formation rate; small portions of WSBW can flow northward through
the South Sandwich Trench (SST).
Along the upper part of the continental slope, the Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) is em-
bedded in the WG (Fig. 1.4 B) .The ASF is a quasi-circumpolar structure characterized by a
’V’-shaped alignment of the isopycnals where deep water formation occurs, and tilts down-
ward towards the shore in other areas (e.g. Whitworth et al., 1998; Thompson and Heywood,
2008). It is a highly dynamic feature that acts as a barrier between the colder waters found
on the continental shelf and offshore waters.
Where the continental shelf break is close to the coast, the ASF is combined with the
Antarctic Coastal Current (CC), which flows westward around Antarctica and in the WS
contributes to the total transport of the Weddell Gyre. Including the contributions from CC
and ASF, Thompson and Heywood (2008) estimated that the transport between Joinville
Island and the 4000 m isobath in the northwestern WS was 46 ± 8 Sv (1Sv = 106 m3 s−1).
The authors claim that this is a good estimate of the WG transport because 90% of it occurs
in the western boundary current (Fahrbach et al., 1991). Nevertheless, they also point out
the existence of disparate results regarding the WG transport. For example, along the prime
meridian section estimates vary between 30 and 100 Sv (Klatt et al., 2005). This section
crosses two branches of the WG, and Klatt et al. (2005) computed a westward transport of
56 ± 8 Sv in the southern limb and a eastward transport of 45 Sv ± 7 Sv in the northern.
Thus 11 Sv must enter the WG east of Prime Meridian and leave the WS to the north (Klatt
et al., 2005).
The inflow to the WG is composed mainly of AASW and CDW (converted to WDW)
(Klatt et al., 2005). As previously mentioned, before escaping the WS part of AASW and
WDW become denser and sink. Besides of AASW and CDW, AABW enters the gyre from the
Indian sector and undergoes a densification before it is exported to the South Atlantic (Jul-
lion et al., 2014). Naveira Garabato et al. (2002) dervided a LADCP-referenced geostrophic
transport of WSDW across the South Scotia Ridge (SSR) of 6.7 ± 1.7 Sv, this estimates agree
well with the model results presented by Schodlok et al. (2002) which calculated export
rates of 6.4 Sv of WSDW through SSR. Using an inverse box model, the outflow of WSDW
through the SSR was estimated as 4.7 ± 0.7 Sv, and, assuming that no AABW enters the
Weddell Gyre from the Indian Ocean, approximately the same amount is exported further
east (Naveira Garabato et al., 2002).
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A
Prime Meridian section
South North
B
SR04 section
Joinvile Island Kap Norvegia
FIGURE 1.4: Potential temperature along the two sections shown in Figure 1.2: from the continen-
tal slope to the Southwest Indian Ridge along the prime meridian (A), and from Joinvile Island
to Kap Norvegia (B). Contour lines in black every 0.1oC; the 0.5, 0.0, and -0.7 oC are thicker. The
white lines are the 28.0, 28.27, and 28.4 kg m−3 neutral density contours (γn). Values are from
World Ocean Atlas 2001 (WOA) and correspond to the initial conditions of the simulations used
in this work, see Chapter 3. Abbreviations are: Antarctic Slope Front (ASF), Warm Deep Water
(WDW), Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW), and Weddell Sea Deep Water (WSDW).
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The share of dense water that does not descend the continental slope flows around the tip
of the Antarctica Peninsula and contributes to the deep waters of Bransfield Strait (BS) (e.g.
Whitworth et al., 1994; Schodlok et al., 2002; Caspel et al., 2015b). The cyclonic circulation
existent in BS carries the dense Weddell waters westward along the southern slope and than
eastward on the northern slope (e.g. Gordon et al., 2000).
The WS dense waters escaping to the north become AABW and, thus, are crucial for
the MOC while the portion entering BS is important to modulate phytoplankton dynamics
within this basin (Gonçalves-Araujo et al., 2015). Therefore understanding the history of
WS waters is important to comprehend global changes and the biological production on
fringing basins.
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This chapter was published in the peer reviewed journal ’Deep Sea Research’, Caspel et al.,
2015a, and citations should refer to this article.
I participated on the hydrogaphic cruise where the data was collected, conducted the
significant part of the analysis and interpretation of the data, wrote the text and prepared
the figures of the published manuscript. All authors participated in the discussion of the
data, interpretation and revision of the source article.
2.1 Polarstern Cruise ANT XXIX/3
The goal of the Polarstern cruise ANT XXIX/3 (January to March 2013) was to perform a
multidisciplinary investigation in the area of former LIS-A and LIS-B together with a krill
census. In addition, an extensive hydrographic and bathymetric investigation was planned
for the continental shelf and slope in front of the LIS-C (Knust, 2012)1. Unfortunately, the
initial plans had to be changed due to the severe sea-ice conditions (Gutt et al., 2013).
The main oceanographic goal was the investigation of dense water production in the LIS
area. Therefore, three hydrographic sections were performed in the northwestern Weddell
Sea (WS - Fig. 2.1) almost perpendicular to the continental slope to a depth of 3000 m.
Although other casts were performed during the cruise, this work is focused on these three
sections.
The data analysis is focused on the dense waters, defined here as all waters with a neutral
density (γn) greater than 28.27 kg m−3. This value was chosen because it was used in other
works to define the interface between WDW and WSDW (e.g., Fahrbach et al., 2011), and
also the upper limit of AABW originating from the WS (Orsi et al., 1999). The γn of 28.4 kg
m−3 was used to separate WSDW from WSBW. Nevertheless, the names WSDW and WSBW
are misleading when used for waters found in shallow areas, like the continental shelf. To
avoid the depth association the terms Neutral Deep Water (DWγn) to refer to waters in the
γn-range from 28.27 to 28.4 kg m−3, and Neutral Bottom Water (BWγn) for γn higher than
28.4 kg m−3 are used. The new terms are especially useful to discuss the mixing processes
occuring at the shelf break and on the slope. The terms introduced in this chapther are
summarized in Table 2.1.
1http : //epic.awi.de/31329/7/ANT −XXIX1 − 3.pdf
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FIGURE 2.1: Regional map of the northwestern Weddell Sea. ANT XXIX/3 stations are marked
with circles, stations mentioned in the text are coloured (see label on the lower right corner of the
figure). Sections 1 to 3 are labeled (Sec #). The auxilar profile obtained from the ISPOL cruise is
marked as a green diamond and labeled. The location of Robertson Trough is shown by the red
line. Gray shades represent the bathymetry from Rtopo 1 (Timmermann et al., 2010), the isobaths
of 400m (dashed line), 500m (thick line), 1000 and 2000m (thin lines), and 3000m, 4000m, 5000m
(very thin lines) are drawn. Abreviations are: Joinville Island (JI), Larsen A, B and C (LA, LB and
LC, respectively), Robertson Trough (RT), and South Orkney Island (SO)
2.2 Data quality
The hydrographic measurements during ANT XXIX/3 were made using a SBE 911+ CTD
connected to a carrousel with 24 bottles of 12 l. The sensors attached to the system were
two conductivity and temperature sensors, a pressure sensor, one oxygen sensor, a trans-
missometer, a fluorometer, and an altimeter. More details about the sensors are found in
Gutt et al. (2013).
The conductivity and temperature sensor calibrations were performed before and after
the cruise at Seabird Electronics. The accuracy of the temperature sensors is 2 mK. The read-
ings of the pressure sensor have precision and accuracy better than 1 dbar. The conductivity
TABLE 2.1: New terms
LABW dense water observed on the continental shelf in front of Larsen A and
B
LCW dense water observed on the continental shelf in front of Larsen C
DWγn Neutral Deep Water; covers the WSDW and the waters on the continen-
tal shelf and slope with γn between 28.27 and 28.4 kg m−3
BWγn Neutral Bottom Water; covers the WSDW and the waters on the conti-
nental shelf and slope with γn values higher than 28.4 kg m−3
∗ SWT used to refer to the Source Water Type representing an water mass (∗)
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was corrected using salinity measurements from water samples. IAPSO Standard Seawater
from the P-series P154 (K15=0.99990, practical salinity 34.996) was used. A total of 98 water
samples were measured using an Optimare Precision Salinometer OPS 006. On the basis of
the water sample correction and sensor recalibration, salinity is measured to an accuracy of
0.002 (Schröder et al., 2013a).
The oxygen was corrected from water samples using the Winkler method with a Dis-
solved Oxygen Analyser (DOA,SIS type). In total, 217 water samples were measured from
25 stations, which were used to correct a small trend observed in the sensor measurements
so that the final error was 1.34 μmol kg−1 (Schröder et al., 2013b) .
In addition to temperature, salinity, and oxygen, noble gas measurements were used to
reinforce the OMP results. Water samples were taken from the CTD bottles using gas-tight
copper tubes. They were measured by mass spectrometry at the IUP Bremen2(Sültenfuß
et al., 2009) for helium (He) isotopes and neon (Ne) with an accuracy of 1%.
Data from a cast (station 003-1) performed on December, 2004 during ISPOL was also
considered (Absy et al., 2008). This station is located close to the shelf break in front of
Larsen C and covers the temperature and salinity range necessary to produce the salty and
cold WSBW observed during the cruise. The ISPOL cast was made using a CTD system
carried by helicopter. The obtained accuracies were 0.005 (salinity), 0.003 (temperature),
and 3 dbar (pressure). A Niskin bottle was used to take a water sample close to the bottom,
which was analysed for the He and Ne concentrations (Huhn et al., 2008).
2.3 Classical analysis or First look at the data
The entire region was ocupied by cold (θ =˜ -1.8oC) and fresh (S< 34.4) surface water (Antarc-
tic Surface Water) underlaid by slightly saltier (S =˜ 34.45) Winter Water (WW). WDW is
found below this level at stations deeper than 1000 m. The depth of the maximum tempera-
ture decreases with increasing distance from the shelf break and varies between 200 and 500
m. WSDW and WSBW are present beneath the WDW layer (Figs. 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4).
Between the shelf break and the 1000-m isobath, the intermediate and bottom layers
are filled with a mixture of shelf and ambient waters, i.e., WDW or WSDW, depending on
the depth and position in the water column. The mixing products of this interaction are
modified WDW, DWγn (gray line in Figs. 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4) , and BWγn (black line in Fig.
2.2), which is a derivative from the dense water observed on the continental shelf along this
section (Fig. 2.2). In sections 2 and 3, BWγn is not present at this shallow depth.
At the southern most section on the shelf, station 181 has the thickest BWγn layer. To-
wards the shelf break (#181 - #179) this layer gets thinner (96.9, 66.3, 49.4 m), warmer (mean
θ: -1.841, -1.829, -1.654 oC) and saltier (mean S: 34.555, 34.555, 34.573) while the oxygen
values decline (mean O2: 296.865, 295.650, 288.813 μmol kg−1). Station 182 is located on
the northern slope of the Robertson Trough (Fig. 2.1). Thus, it is shallower than the other
stations and has a thinner BWγn-layer, which is concentrated on the deep portions of the
trough; Robertson Trough is a depression on the continental shelf that connects the former
2Institute for Environmental Physics - University of Bremen
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LIS-B cavity with the shelf break, and is also connected to a channel coming from the former
LIS-A region (e.g., Evans et al., 2005). The deepest part of the depression is not connected to
the shelf break and might serve as a reservoir of dense water.
Waters with similar characteristics were observed in Robertson Through in October, 2006
(Lemke, 2009) and in February, 2009 (ATOS2), but they showed a colder and saltier bottom
layer. The differences can be caused by seasonal and interannual variability, changes in the
pulses of dense water outflow, and/or the older measurements were made closer to the
reservoir. The deep troughs found on the continental shelf formerly covered by LIS-A and
B (e.g., Arndt et al., 2013) are possible sources for this pulses since there the dense-water
layer is much thicker (Graeve et al., 2013). However, because of the bathymetric restrictions,
only by mixing with shallower waters can the dense water leave the basins and spill into the
Robertson Trough.
Further north, on Sections 2 and 3, no BWγn was detected on the continental shelf (black
line in Figs. 2.3, and 2.4), providing additional evidence that the dense water is guided to
the slope by local bathymetry. Following the shelf break downstream, part of the BWγn
observed at # 179 is converted into DWγn in Section 2 (#167-3), likely due to further mixing
with WDW. The temperature, salinity and oxygen profiles of the DWγn from #167 at 450 m
depth (purple arrow in Fig. 2.5) resembles the thin layer of fresh, cold, and ventilated water,
observed offshore in the WSDW layer at 1600 m depth (#168, blue arrow in Fig. 2.5). To the
south, in Section 1, a similar feature is observed at a depth of 1000 m (#178, yellow arrow in
Fig. 2.5).
The stations with the intrusions (#168 and #178) show the densest bottom water sampled
during the cruise. The bottom θ/S-values are almost the same (Fig. 2.5), and the oxygen is
the highest observed in offshore deep waters (Figs. 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4). These similarities
suggest that both have the same origin and are flowing downslope.
Additional evidence that WSDW and WSBW are produced in the northwestern WS is
the increase of the dense layer thickness along the 1800-m isobath (#153, #168, and #177)
(Fig. 2.6). From Section 1 to Section 2 the thickness increased from 261 to 325 m, reaching 452
m at Section 3. Comparing the vertical profiles of the three stations, a northward freshening,
cooling, and oxygen increase can be observed below 1000 m almost down to the sea floor
(Figs. 2.5 and 2.6). High vertical gradients are found close to the bottom between Sections
1 and 2, but this change is followed by a warming and oxygen reduction on the northern
section (Figs. 2.5 and 2.6).
The existence of thin layers with different properties (Fig. 2.5), the deepening of the
densest water, and the increase of the dense layer thickness point to a nearby source. This
will be investigated in the next section using the OMP analysis.
2.4 Optimum Multiparameter Analysis (OMP)
OMP is a method used to determine the mixture fractions (fi) of predefined source water
types (SWT) to produce the characteristics of an observed water particle (Xobs) (Tomczak,
1981; Mackas et al., 1987; Tomczak and Large, 1989; Huhn et al., 2008; Frants et al., 2013).
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FIGURE 2.2: Section 1 measured values of potential temperature (oC, top) , salinity (middle), and
oxygen concentration (μmol kg−1, bottom) as represented by the colours. Station numbers are
displayed on top of the first figure. The gray line represents neutral density (γn, kg m−3) of 28.27
and the black line of 28.4. The bathymetry corresponds to the bottom depth taken from the casts.
The oxygen concentration of the lower 100 m is shown in the lower part of the bottom figure.
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FIGURE 2.3: Section 2 measured values of potential temperature (oC, top) , salinity (middle), and
oxygen concentration (μmol kg−1, bottom) as represented by the colours. Station numbers are
displayed on top of the first figure. The gray line represents neutral density (γn, kg m−3) of 28.27
and the black line of 28.4. The bathymetry corresponds to the bottom depth taken from the casts.
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FIGURE 2.4: Section 3 measured values of potential temperature (oC, top) , salinity (middle), and
oxygen concentration (μmol kg−1, bottom) as represented by the colours. Station numbers are
displayed on top of the first figure. The gray line represents neutral density (γn, kg m−3) of 28.27
and the black line of 28.4. The bathymetry corresponds to the bottom depth taken from the casts.
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FIGURE 2.5: Vertical profiles of salinity (top left), potential temperature (oC, top right), oxygen
concentration (μmol kg−1, bottom left), and a θ/S-diagram (bottom right) with contours of the
potential density refered to 500m. The colours are related to different stations as shown in the top
left graph, the remaining casts are shown in black. The arrows show the location of the intrusions
discussed in the text, and ’−−[’ is a reference for the three stations along the 2400-m isobath.
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FIGURE 2.6: Transect along the 1800-m isobath. The colours represent potential temperature
(oC, top left), salinity (top right), and oxygen concentration (μmol kg−1, bottom). The gray line
represents neutral density (γn, kg m−3) of 28.27 and the black line of 28.4. The abscissa shows
latitude and the ordinate distance from the bottom of each cast. The station numbers are on top
of each figure.
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The method assumes a linear mixing combination of the SWTi properties (Xi) (Eq. 1) and
mass conservation (Eq. 2) under the condition that all fi should be positive.
Xobs =
∑
fiXi (2.1)
∑
fi = 1 (2.2)
The number of SWT that can be considered must be equal or smaller than the number
of conservative properties analysed plus one. Inverting this equation system by minimiz-
ing the deviations between observed and computed properties (Eq. 2.3) in a least square
sense yields the optimum combination of SWT fractions. The equations are normalized by
the mean and the standard deviation of each property, and weighted; for more details see
Tomczak and Large (1989). The analysis presented here was performed based on the OMP
Package for MATLAB Version 2.0 (Karstensen and Tomczak, 1995).
RX = Xobs −
∑
fiXi (2.3)
In an ideal case all measured parameters can be reproduced exactly, but usually there
is some residual difference (RX ), which was used to evaluate the quality of the results ob-
tained. In this study potential temperature (θ), salinity, and oxygen were considered as
conservative parameters. Changes in oxygen due to biogeochemical processes are expected
to be small because the study is confined to a small area and the SWTs are defined from
data obtained nearby. Nevertheless, a smaller weight was used for oxygen , 0.3, than for the
other parameters, 1.
Since this work is focused on the production of WSDW and WSBW, the OMP analysis
was applied only to dense waters, γn greater than 28.27, found offshore of the shelf break,
i.e., below the gray line and to the right of #179 (Fig. 2.2), #167 (Fig. 2.3), and #154 (Fig. 2.4).
Based on the high oxygen concentrations observed at the bottom of #181, at the northern
flank of Robertson Trough, it is assumed that (even) mixing with ambient water will con-
serve this signal. The gas content gradualy reduces as the dense water flows down the conti-
nental slope along the bottom and mixes (lower part of Fig. 2.2), reaching its minimum value
at 2400 m depth. It is assumed that the increase in oxygen concentration further downslope,
at 2800 m (#174), is associated with WSBW produced in the vicinity of the Filchner-Ronne
Ice Shelf (FRIS) and suppose that the portion of this water that remained at shallower depth
(Foldvik et al., 2004) is mixed with the overlaying waters (WSDW and WDW) and waters
coming from the continental shelf off LIS.
Because of this evidence for a distinction between WSBW from different sources, #174
was chosen to represent the incoming WSBW; here, the bottom value was used to define the
WSBW-SWT (WSBWSWT ) (Table 2.2). Hereafter, the SWT-uppercase is used to distinguish
between the water masses, which have property values within a certain range, and the SWT
with distinct θ, S, and oxygen values.
For the WDWSWT , the salinity maximum of the same profile (816 m depth of station 174)
was selected because it can linearly mix with WSBWSWT to produce the WSDW observed
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TABLE 2.2: Source Water Type Parameters. The standard deviation of the
layers representing the Larsen waters is also shown
SWT θ (oC) S [O2] (μmol kg−1)
WSBWSWT -1.185 34.629 273
WDWSWT 0.482 34.686 203
LABWSWT -1.841 ± 0.005 34.555 ± 0.003 297 ± 0.3304
LCWSWT -1.925 ± 0.001 34.640 ± 0.009 300
at the deeper stations (Fig. 2.7). Besides, as shelf water flows downslope the mixtures with
water of the salinity maximum are denser than mixtures with water of the temperature
maximum, and thus more likely to become WSDW or WSBW.
2.4.1 Larsen area contribution
The OMP analysis was conducted using WDWSWT , WSBWSWT and a third SWT that re-
flects the dense water observed in the Robertson Trough, named Larsen AB Water (LABW).
The LABWSWT parameters were defined as the mean values of the BWγn layer at #181 (Ta-
ble 2); as stated before, #182 suffers less influence of the LABW because it is located on the
northern slope of the Robertson Trough. Using the three SWTs, most of the observations can
be reproduced with small RX (Rθ < 0.01, RS < 0.005, RO2 < 7, Rmass < 0.0005). However,
the densest waters observed could not be reproduced (yellow circle in Fig. 2.7), indicating
that an additional source water mass is still missing.
As mentioned before, the deepening of this densest water between Sections 1 and 2 sug-
gests a nearby source, but the unsatisfying OMP results indicate that it can not be LABW.
The results of previous studies (Absy et al., 2008; Huhn et al., 2008) suggest the production of
WSBW in front of Larsen C. Therefore, a fourth SWT representing the Larsen C Water (LCW)
was added. A satisfactory reproduction of all dense water characteristics was achieved only
when considering this fourth SWT.
LCWSWT characteristics were obtained from the ISPOL station 3-1, with the average of
the lower 100 m used to represent temperature and salinity (Table 2, Fig. 2.7). No oxygen
sensor was used during the ISPOL cruise, but some water samples collected on the slope,
were analyzed with the Winkler method (unpublished data, David Thomas). In the region
where the bottom waters were related to the Larsen C Ice Shelf, i.e. at 1500 m depth (Absy
et al., 2008), the oxygen values were high (291-294 μmol kg−1). Since the waters on the slope
most likely mixed with ambient waters, a value of 300 μmol kg−1 was used to represent
LCW (Table 2).
With the addition of the Larsen Waters the results in the area between the shelf break
and 2000 m depth as well as in the bottom layer (lower 80 m) of #169 and #152 improved
in comparison to the tests without them. Although the WSBWSWT temperature and salin-
ity are encompassed by the other SWTs (Fig. 2.7), this water mass is needed to resolve the
oxygen observations (not shown). The residual difference (RX ) of the BWγn-layer is compa-
rable to the accuracy of the measurements and the standard deviation of the values chosen
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FIGURE 2.7: θ/S-diagram showing the Source Water Types (SWT) used for the Optimum Multi-
parameter Analysis (OMP). The values used for OMP are marked as blue diamonds, the stations
where they were measured are coloured. Stations in regions deeper than 2000 m are shown in
gray and the remaining stations are displayed black. The yellow circle shows water characteris-
tics that cannot be reproduced using only three SWTs, see text for more details. The dashed lines
are contours of neutral density refered to 500-m (cian) a 2000-m (light green) depth, 65oS, and
55oW.
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FIGURE 2.8: Source Water Type (SWT) fractions (colour shading) of the dense water layer, γn >
28.27 kg m−3, along the slope of Section 1 (bottom), Section 2 (middle), and Section 3 (top) . Station
numbers are displayed on top of the figures, and the SWT fractions at each station are, from left
to right, Warm Deep Water SWT (WDWSWT ), Weddell Sea Bottom Water SWT (WSBWSWT ),
Larsen A and B Water SWT (LABWSWT ),and Larsen C Water SWT (LCWSWT ). The contributions
are averaged every 50 m from the bottom up. The ordinate shows the depth in m, and the abscissa
is a reference of longitude; the station is positioned where the LABWSWT contribution is plotted.
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FIGURE 2.9: Composition of the dense water layer, γn > 28.27 kg m−3, along the 1800-m isobath.
The contribution of each Source Water Types (SWT) is vertically integrated and represented by
the height of the coloured rectangles, Warm Deep Water SWT (WDWSWT , red), Larsen A and
B Water SWT (LABWSWT , green), Larsen C Water SWT (LCWSWT , yellow) and Weddell Sea
Bottom Water SWT (WSBWSWT , blue); the same colours are used in figure 2.10. The numbers
inside the rectangles correspond to the water column thickness in meters, and the ones to the
left are the contributions of each SWT in percentage . The abscissa represents latitude and the
ordinate distance from the bottom of each cast. The corresponding station numbers are on top of
the figure.
to represent LABW and LCW (Table 3), indicating that this level was well represented in the
OMP analysis.
The RX gradually increases towards the interface with the WDW layer, reflecting the
higher variability of the lighter waters involved in the production of DWγn. The selection of
the salinity maximum to characterize WDWSWT was essential for a good representation of
the incoming WSDW, but shallower (warmer and fresher) or modified (colder and fresher)
portions of this water mass may also interact with the shelf waters to produce the upper
parts of the WSDW layer observed on the slope. To represent all variations of the WDW
additional SWTs would be needed, but, due to the limitations of the method, only one SWT
can be used to represent WDW.
The consistency of the OMP results was also checked against the tracer gases. He and Ne
values from the same stations, used for the other parameters (#181, #174, and from ISPOL),
were considered for each SWT, taking the data from the nearest bottle. In general, the noble
gas values obtained by the OMP analysis agree with the observed characteristics within the
water column and the RX are within the accuracy of the measurements.
Several tests were performed using different values for the SWT properties and weight.
These tests were performed to account for the variability in the water mass characteristics,
specially concerning the LCWSWT . The use of data from a different year is not ideal so the
analysis was also performed using values obtained from a cast made in 1992 (Gordon, 1998).
As mentioned before, a smaller weight was given to oxygen to account for the differences
in the oxygen mixing that might be associated with biogeochemical processes. The value
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was used because it resulted on the smaller RX tests with different weights. This approach
was used instead of the variance method proposed by Tomczak and Large (1989) because
the variability of LABW and LCW could not be estimated due to the lack of knowledge
about the source region characteristics.
Due to the large number of possible settings it is difficult to estimate the exact errors, but
the general patterns of SWT distribution were kept in all the assessments for which a deeper
examination was performed. The results mentioned before and described hereafter are the
ones with the smaller RX .
2.5 Discussion
The OMP results indicate a strong influence of WDWSWT on the upper levels of the dense
stratum, and large contributions of WSBWSWT close to the bottom of the deeper stations. On
Section 1 (Fig. 2.8, bottom), the LABWSWT dominates the shelf break and is also important
on the upper slope (#178), where the dense water observed close to the bottom is represented
by a mixture of WSBWSWT and LCWSWT .
At Section 2 (Fig. 2.8, middle), the shelf break characteristics are represented by amixture
of WDWSWT and LABWSWT . On the slope (#168), the mean contribution of LABWSWT is
28%, and it varies between 10% and 45% if the water column is divided in 1-m intervals
(not shown); the influence of this SWT is high where the fresh intrusions (thin layers) were
observed. At this station (#168), WSBWSWT is the major source water between 1760 and
1820 m depth. Near the ocean floor (from 1820 m until 1860 m depth), it is mixed with
LCWSWT and LABWSWT to produce the densest water observed.
Further to the north (Section 3,Fig. 2.8, top), no dense water (DWγn) is observed at
the shelf break (Fig. 2.4). Next to it (#154), the DWγn layer goes from 650 m depth down
to the bottom (840 m) and consists of a mixture of WDWSWT and LABWSWT , with small
contributions of WSBWSWT in the lower 50 m. Around 1850 m (#153), LABWSWT is more
widespread in the water column than on Section 2, WSBWSWT is attached to the bottom,
and LCWSWT is more abundant between 1700 and 1800 m.
The increase of dense layer thickness along the 1800-m isobath is caused by an increased
amount of all SWTs (Fig. 2.9). The presence of LABWSWT on Section 1 can be explained by
the injection of this water mass at the southern margin of the Robertson Trough. The total
amount of this SWT in the water column increases by 31 m from the southern to the northern
section. Its direct impact is not very strong, but it plays a major role in the conversion of
WDW to WSDW; the amount of WDWSWT in the water column shows an increase of 72 m.
Nevertheless, mixing between the waters requires time which means that LABW becomes
more influential as the rim current flows to the north.
Still following the 1800-m isobath, the contribution of WSBWSWT to the water column
thickness expands from 19 m to 72 m between Sections 1 and 2 (Fig. 2.9). This addition
of WSBWSWT might come from waters carried down the slope together with LCW. During
this process part of the LCW mixes and spreads over the water column while its densest
(lower) components continue to flow downslope until they reach the equilibrium depth.
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The OMP results indicate that the dense waters originating from Larsen C reach at least
the bottom layer of #152 and #169, located at 2400-m depth. Comparing these stations with
#176, the Larsen waters seem to influence a layer 1000-m thick, since the southern cast shows
higher temperature and salinity, and lower oxygen below 1500m than the two stations to the
north (see ’−−[’ on Fig. 2.5).
The increase of the dense layer thickness observed along the 1800-m isobath and the
modifications along the 2400-m isobath are related to the formation of WSDW. This water
mass is carried in the northern branch of the Weddell Gyre and might cross the South Scotia
Ridge (Gordon et al., 2001) to form AABW (Fig. 2.10). The portion influenced by LABW is
lighter and can leave the WS through Philip Passage (Palmer et al., 2012), while the densest
waters produced with LCW contributions can only cross one of the deeper gaps east of the
South Orkney Plateau (Figs. 2.1 and 2.10).
2.6 Chapter Summary
The production of WSDW and WSBW in the Larsen region has been suggested by several
authors (e.g. Fahrbach et al., 1995; Schröder et al., 2002; Absy et al., 2008; Huhn et al., 2008).
The scheme proposed here (Fig. 2.10) can explain the fresh, dense water observed at inter-
mediate depths in the northwestern WS (Fahrbach et al., 1995) as well as the cold and saltier
lenses observed on the continental slope in front of Larsen C (Absy et al., 2008). Huhn et
al. (2008) calculated a production rate of 1.1±0.5 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3 s−1) of WSBW in the
western WS, corresponding to 22% of the total production of this water mass (3.9±1.2 Sv
are produced off Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf) (Huhn et al., 2008) . In this study, no volume
estimates are presented, but it is shown that the thickness of the dense layer increases by
70% in a short distance of 200 km (Fig. 2.6, and 2.9).
The contributions of the Larsen region to WSDW and WSBW formation can be noticed by
changes in the properties of these water masses passing successive transects perpendicular
to the continental slope. Other studies where the importance of the northwestern WS for
dense water production was recognized also used sections at different latitudes (Fahrbach
et al., 1995; Gordon, 1998; Absy et al., 2008). If only one section is analyzed, it is unlikely
that the contributions of LCW and/or the LABW are noticed, especially if it is a section to
the north where these water masses are well distributed in the entire water column.
Jullion et al. (2013) suggested that the freshening of AABW in Drake Passage is related
to the increased glacial loss from the Antarctic Peninsula after the breakup of Larsen A and
B. No time variability was assessed in the present work, but it is clearly shown that in 2013
the waters from Robertson Trough reduced the salinity of WSDW, forming a fresher version
of this water mass on Sections 2 and 3 in comparison to the WSDW coming from the south,
i.e., Section 1.
Our results also show that less diluted LCW influences layers deeper than 1800 m, with
traces reaching at least 2400 m depth, accounting for the densest water that can cross the
South Scotia Ridge (Fig. 2.10). This is in agreement with the hypothesis of Schröder et al.
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FIGURE 2.10: Proposed mixing scheme for the formation of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). The
flow of the Warm Deep Water (WDW, red line), Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW, blue line),
Larsen C Water (LCW, yellow line) and Larsen A and B Water (LABW, green line) are shown
together with the main outflow paths. Abreviations are: Joinville Island (JI), Larsen A and B
(LAB), Larsen C (LC), Philip Passage (PP), South Orkney Island (SO), South Sandwich Islands
(SS).
(2002) that pulses of dense water coming from a source nearby could cause the variabil-
ity observed at a mooring at 2500-m depth in the northwestern WS (Schröder et al., 2002;
Gyldenfeldt et al., 2002).
To fully understand the production and spreading of AABW and its precursors the im-
portance of the different sources must be understood. The evidence presented so far, to-
gether with previous indications strongly suggests that the continental shelf in front of LIS
is important for WSDW formation. The Finite Element Sea ice Ocean Model (FESOM) is
used to test this hypothesis. In the following chapters, the model is described and the re-
sults of three model experiments are presented.
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Chapter 3
The Model
3.1 Finite Element Sea-ice Ocean Model (FESOM)
The Finite Element Sea-ice Ocean Model (FESOM) was developed at Alfred Wegener In-
stitute (Timmermann et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014), as an enhancement of the Finite El-
ement Ocean Model (FEOM) (Danilov et al., 2004). FESOM is a fully-coupled combina-
tion of a finite element ocean circulation model which includes the ice shelf cavities and a
dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice component, and has been proved as a good tool for studies
of the Southern Ocean (e.g. Wang et al., 2008; Hellmer et al., 2012; Timmermann et al., 2012;
Nakayama et al., 2014).
The Ocean component solves the hydrostatic primitive equations and was extensively
described in Danilov et al. (,e.g., 2004), Timmermann et al. (2009), and Wang et al. (2014).
The ocean-ice shelf interaction is included, based on the three equation approach proposed
by Hellmer and Olbers (1989), the cavity has a constant geometry, and the model accounts
for the ocean heat loss and represents the Glacial Melt Water (GMW) by changes in the
salinity.
The sea-ice is represented by a two-layer model, one layer of snow and one layer of
ice with the internal heat capacity of ice neglected (Parkinson and Washington, 1979), and
was presented by Timmermann et al. (2009). Ice and snow volume are advected using the
velocities obtained from the elastic-viscous-plastic solver described by Danilov et al. (2015).
Ice and ocean components are solved using an unstructured surface triangular grid that
was carefully prepared for this study. Globally it includes the Arctic, Pacific, Atlantic and
Indian Ocean and the number of surface nodes per unit area is increased in the Southern
Ocean, and an additional focus in the southern and western Weddell Sea (WS). The grid
length scale (resolution) varies between 4 km and 73 km in the WS (Fig. 3.1). The resolution
is increased in all ice shelf cavities, especially under Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS) and
Larsen Ice Shelf (LIS). In the central Pacific the resolution decreases to 323 km.
In the vertical, the model uses a hybrid grid with 25 terrain-following (sigma) layers
extending from the Antarctic continent down to the 3000-m isobath, and 36 horizontal (z)
layers in all other regions (Fig. 3.2). Wang et al. (2008) showed that simulations on purely
terrain-following grids or the combination of horizontal and terrain-following grids resolve
the overflow processes best in terms of downslope plume propagation, plume thickness
and dilution, and they also have the least resolution dependence. Nevertheless, Nakayama
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Length Scale (km)
FIGURE 3.1: Grid length scale in the Weddell Sea.
et al. (2014) revealed some difficulties to represent CDW intrusions onto the continental shelf
using terrain-following coordinate below the shelf break depth.
Initial tests were performed using shallow and deep limits for the sigma layers, with
transition at the shelf break (500-m isobath) and down at the 3500-m isobath. As expected,
the dense water plumes flowing down the continental slope were hardly seen with shal-
low transition, whereas with the deep-sigma transition, i.e. sigma levels extending down
to the 3500-m isobath, the WDW signal over the continental slope was partly eroded. With
this restrictions in mind, the maximum depth of the sigma layers was chosen to be 3000m.
Sigma layers are used only around Antarctica but, even outside the sigma region, the bot-
tom node elements can deviate from z-levels to approximate bathymetry in a smooth way
(Timmermann et al., 2009).
Bathymetry and ice shelf geometry have been preparedwith an update version of RTopo-
1 (Timmermann et al., 2010) that includes data from the more recent International Bathymet-
ric Chart of the Southern Ocean (IBCSO) (Arndt et al., 2013). A comparison between sound-
ing data (Brisbourne et al., 2014) and the bathymetric charts indicates that deep troughs un-
der LIS-C are better represented in RTopo-1 than in IBCSO. Therefore, the deepening near
the grounding line suggested in RTopo-1 was kept under all ice shelves.
Neither RTopo nor IBCSO contain information about LIS-B ice thickness, but the best
way to evaluate the role this ice shelf played for the ocean circulation is to perform sim-
ulations including this ice shelf. In order to fulfill this goal, the LIS-B draft was obtained
from E-Topo 1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009) and a second mesh was prepared (Fig. 3.3). The
simulation using this mesh is named Experiment LIS-B (EXLB). A third mesh with LIS-C
completely removed was used to perform Experiment LIS-C (EXLC). Both experiments are
compared with the simulation performed using the original mesh, which serves as the ref-
erence simulation.
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FIGURE 3.2: Distribution of the vertical layers. On the left side of the figure 25 sigma-layers can
be seen under the ice shelf. They follow the bathymetry until the 3000-m isobath where they are
connected to z-layers, the transition is marked by a red dashed line.
The initial conditions for the temperature and salinity were derived from the World
Ocean Atlas 2013 (Locarnini et al., 2013; Zweng et al., 2013). Initial conditions for sea ice,
based on sea surface temperature, i.e., wherever the water is colder than -1oC sea ice con-
centration was set to 0.9 and sea ice thickness to 1 m. All simulations started in 1979 and
were integrated for 32 years, until 2010, using 6-hourly fields from the National Centers
for Environmental Prediction Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (NCEP-CFSR, Saha et al.,
2010). The atmospheric forcing parameters are: air temperature, longwave and shortwave
radiation, zonal and meridional wind, humidity, precipitation, and evaporation.
The model results were stored as monthly means. This study focused on ocean potential
temperature, salinity, and horizontal velocities. For validation purposes, sea ice concentra-
tion and thickness are also analyzed.
3.2 How to obtain a transect/section
To obtain a section of, e.g., temperature or salinity from the irregular mesh used to perform
the simulations requires three dimensional interpolation. The first step is to define a section
and find the points at which this line intersects the surface triangle sides (Fig. 3.4). For each
intersection point a value is given based on the distance from each node involved. This also
applies for depth values of points in the sigma layer. This process is repeated for every layer
and then triangles are formed in the vertical, which connect two points at the same layer
with a third in the layer immediately below or above (Fig. 3.4).
To compute transports, the velocity vector is decomposed to the components parallel
and perpendicular to the section. The area of each triangle is multiplied by the mean ve-
locity perpendicular to the plane to calculate the transport through the section. The use of
triangles instead of quadrilaterals to compute the transports allows for a better estimate of
the near-bottom flow. When the transport is calculated for different water masses, only the
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FIGURE 3.3: Larsen Ice Shelf configuration in the mesh used for the reference run (left), EXLB
(middle), and EXLC (right). Ice shelves are shown in black and colors represent the bathymetry.
corresponding area of the triangle is considered. However, the transport estimates are sub-
jected to errors due to the interpolation of the original velocity components to the section.
3.3 Validation
The results obtained after 10 years of simulation are evaluated to demonstrate that the model
output is a good representation of the real ocean. Model deficiencies are also stated and
should be kept in mind during the interpretation of the results.
3.3.1 Sea ice
Monthly means of sea ice concentration derived from satellite data are used to evaluate the
model ability to reproduce the sea ice cycle in the WS. The NOAA1/NSIDC2Climate Data
Record of Passive Microwave Sea Ice Concentration, Version 2 (Cavalieri et al., 1997) data
was interpolated to the model grid and compared with the reference run.
The averaged sea ice concentration between 1989 and 2010 shows that the WS is fully
covered by ice during the winter months (Fig. 3.5A). The melting is strong from Decem-
ber until February, and in March the sea ice cover starts to increase again. In the model
1American National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
2American National Snow and Ice Data Center
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Top view Side view
FIGURE 3.4: Surface triangles from a mesh (left), with an section example (blue line), showing the
points used on the sections (yellow circles), and the distance to nodes used on the interpolation
(red ’}’). Lateral view of the triangles formed in a section (right) with an example of points (yellow
circles) used to calculate the transport across the corresponding triangle (blue line).
(Fig. 3.5B), the summer sea ice has a higher concentration, and occupies a larger area than
observed, while the winter sea ice cover is almost identical to the satellite data.
The temporal variability of the sea ice extent3was computed for four subregions of the
WS: Northeast (NE), Southeast (SE), Southwest(SW), and Northwest (NW) (Fig. 3.6). The
results show that a strong seasonal cycle is present during the whole period, but in several
years the minimum sea ice extent is overestimated in the model (Fig. 3.7). This is in contrast
to previous model results (Timmermann et al., 2009) which underestimate the summer sea
ice extent. The discrepancy between model results can be related to the distinct atmospheric
forcing (NCEP/CFSR x NCEP/NCAR) or different closing lead parameter (h0 = 0.1 x h0
= 1.0) used to perform the simulations. Besides of the overestimation of summer sea ice
extent, the interannual variability is well represented in the model and, in general, when the
summer sea ice extent is larger in the observations it is also larger in the model.
To check the model’s ability to represent sea ice thickness4(hi), upper looking sonar
(ULS) data prepared by Behrendt et al. (2013), was used; the mooring positions are shown
in Fig. 3.6. Due to the very local nature of the measurements, the comparison is done using
monthly means. The overall picture is that the model underestimates sea ice thickness near
the continental slope and performs better in the open ocean (Fig. 3.8). For the NE region
(moorings 227 and 229), the ULS data shows that the thickening of the ice begins in May
while in the model it starts in June (Fig. 3.8 A). In SE and NW, (Figs. 3.8 B and C), the model
fails to reproduce the thicker ice near the continent (moorings 206, 207, 210, 212, 217, 233,
and 232). Thinner ice in winter is one of the reasons for the absence of ice during summer
on moorings 206, 207, 212, and 233.
3summation of the area corresponding to nodes with an ice concentration greater than 15%
4The model output ’ice thickness’ (hi) corresponds to the mean sea ice thickness over the node area
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FIGURE 3.5: Satellite (A) and model (B) sea ice concentration in the Weddell Sea
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FIGURE 3.6: Weddell Sea regional map. The colors represent batimetry. The black lines are Prime
meridian and SR04 sections. The red boxes show the four subregions discussed in the text, i.e.
northeast, northwest, southwest, and southeast. The numbered triangles show the ULS moorings
position.
FIGURE 3.7: Sea ice extent time series in the four Weddell Sea subregions, i.e. northeast, north-
west, southwest, and southeast. The black line is the ice extent from satellite data (S) and the blue
line corresponds to FESOM sea ice extent (Mod).
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FIGURE 3.8: Monthly mean sea ice thickness in the northeastern (A), southeastern (B), and north-
western (C) subregions, on different moorings positions. The mooring number is shown on the
top of each graph. The black line is the ice thickness from the ULS data and the blue line is ice
thickness (hi) from FESOM closest node. Dashed lines and blue bars are standard deviation from
ULS and model, respectively.
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In a previous work using the Bremerhaven Regional Ice–Ocean Simulations (BRIOS)
model, Timmermann et al. (2002) state that the relevant spatial scales for the ice thicken-
ing near the coast are much smaller than the grid size, so that the variability of the ULS
point measurement can hardly be reproduced by the model. The underestimation of ice vol-
ume at the westernmost position (207) is attributed to the overestimation of melting in that
region, which prevents the survival of multiyear ice. Despite the finer resolution used in
FESOM, i.e. 10 km or higher, the same problems in representing near-coast sea-ice thickness
still exist.
Attempts to improve the sea ice representation were made by changing (a) the lead clos-
ing parameter (h0), (b) the drag coefficient between ocean and ice Cdoi, and (c) the drag
coefficient between air and ice Cdai.
When water freezes it can increase either sea ice concentration or actual sea ice thick-
ness5, the balance between the two is defined by h0. With a larger h0 the ice concentration
increase is slower, so that a larger fraction of open water remains and the ice grows thicker.
The reference simulation uses an h0 = 0.1, for higher h0s (h0 = 0.5 or 1.0) the ice becomes
thicker during winter, but the ice extent increase is much slower in NE, and it decreases
faster and excessively in the SE which would increase the discrepancies to the observations.
Drag coefficients used in reference run are Cdoi = 1.5 .10−3 and Cdai = 5 .10−3. A higher
Cdoi solves the overestimation of ice extent in the NE but causes an ice deficiency in the
southern regions. An increase in Cdai ends up with an ice loss everywhere during summer,
and if this parameter is reduced the ice expansion in autumn is too slow.
3.3.2 Ice shelf melting
The total area occupied by Antarctic ice shelves in the mesh used is 1,521,272 km2 and the
mean circumpolar basal melting between 1989 and 2010 is 1125.3 Gt year−1. This result
corresponds to the lower end of the melt rate range of 1325 ± 235 Gt year−1, calculated by
Rignot et al. (2013) for a surveyed area of 1,553,978 km2.
For a grid with smaller ice shelf area (1510 x 103 km2), Timmermann et al. (2012) obtained
a circumpolar basal melting of 1600 Gt year−1 . Their estimate for FRIS is also larger, 138
Gt year−1 versus 129 Gt year−1, but for LIS-C melting is slightly lower, 48 Gt year−1 versus
52 Gt year−1. Other model estimates of the melting underneath FRIS vary between 49 and
141 Gt year−1 (Gerdes et al., 1999; Hellmer, 2004; Makinson et al., 2011; Timmermann et al.,
2012), while assessments derived from in situ and/or remote sensing observations range be-
tween 83 and 156 Gt year−1 (Schlosser et al., 1990; Foldvik et al., 2001; Joughin and Padman,
2003; Nicholls et al., 2003; Rignot et al., 2013). For LIS-C, models show a basal melting rang-
ing from 15 to 70 Gt year−1 (Hellmer, 2004; Holland et al., 2009; Timmermann et al., 2012)
and data estimates span from 20.7±67 to 35±19 Gt year−1 (Huhn et al., 2008; Rignot et al.,
2013).
FESOM results for ice shelf basal melt rates are thus well within the range of previous
studies.
5The actual sea ice is equal to hi divided by the ice concentration, the thermodynamic part of the sea ice
model is computed using actual sea ice thickness
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TABLE 3.1: Comparison of Larsen C basal melting from different sources
Reference Type Area Melt rate Melt rate
(103 km2) (Gt year−1) (m year−1)
Hellmer, 2004 model 66 38 0.6
Holland et al., 2009 model 15-70 0.27-1.26
Timmermann et al.,
2012
model 52 48 1.0
This work model 54.6 52 0.6
Huhn et al., 2008 OMP 35±19 0.35± 0.19
Rignot et al., 2013 remote
sens.
46.4 20.7±67 0.4±1
3.3.3 Ocean
The model results as a mean from 1989 to 2010 are compared with the temperature and
salinity data from WOA along the Prime Meridian and the SR04 sections (Fig. 3.6). It is
important to note that the Atlas is a product of interpolation of in situ data to a regular
grid, therefore small features seen on observations might be misrepresented; examples are
mentioned in the following paragraphs.
The upwelling of the warmer upper CDW into the central WS is well represented in the
model (Fig. 3.9 A), but the two cores in the WG inflow (e.g. Ryan et al., 2016), northern
and southern, are joined into one. On both sections, the WDW layer is colder, fresher, and
thicker than in WOA and there is no WSBW colder than -0.8 oC.
Along the Prime Meridian (Fig. 3.9 A), the modeled WSDW and WSBW layers are thin-
ner, and the WDW layer is thicker but colder than seen in WOA. The signature of the ASF
can be clearly seen in the model and, although it is not seen in the WOA, its presence was
reported in previous works (e.g. Klatt et al., 2005).
The ASF is present at both ends of the SR04 section in the model and in WOA. The WDW
found along the slope is cooler in the model and is replaced by MWDW near Kap Norvegia
and by WSDW near the AP, flowing along the continental slope. A thin WSDW layer has
already been described from observations (e.g. Huhn et al., 2008) and is also present on
the data from Cruise ANT XXIX/3 (Figs. 2.3, 2.4, 2.2; Caspel et al., 2015a). The MWDW
tongue extending towards the continental shelf seen in the model was also observed before
(Gordon, 1998).
Despite the fact that model and Atlas data differ in several details, the good representa-
tion of water mass characteristics and distribution and the presence of a dynamical feature
like the ASF are indicators that the model is able to simulate the WG in a realistic way. To
further address the ability of the model to reproduce the WS circulation, the volume trans-
port was calculated across two section segments: the southern part of the Prime Meridian
between 170 and 1100 km away from the coast, and the SR04 between 40 and 750 km away
from Joinville Island. The mean transport from 1989 until 2010 is 34.54 Sv westward in the
southern Prime Meridian section and 39.85 Sv across the western SR04. These values are
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FIGURE 3.9: Mean potential temperature along the two sections shown in Figure 3.6: from the
continental slope until the Southwest Indian Ridge along the prime meridian (A), and from
Joinvile Island to Kap Norvegia (B - SR04). Contour lines in black every 0.1 oC; the 0.5, 0.0, and
-0.7 oC are thicker. The white lines are the 28.0, 28.27, and 28.4 kg m−3 neutral density contours
(γn). World Ocean Atlas 2001 (WOA, left), and FESOM reference run mean values from 1989 until
2010 (right). Abbreviations are, Antarctic Slope Front (ASF), Warm Deep Water (WDW), Weddell
Sea Bottom Water (WSBW), and Weddell Sea Deep Water (WSDW).
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well within the WG transport estimates derived from observations (,e.g., Thompson and
Heywood, 2008; Fahrbach et al., 1991; Klatt et al., 2005).
Strong interannual and seasonal transport variability is observed in both sections (Figs.
3.10). Stronger transports occur during winter and it decreases towards summer, the tran-
sition time isn’t smooth and smaller peaks on the transport happen during spring and au-
tumn. In 1995, the southern branch of the WG changes to a weaker transport regime than
the simulated for previous years (Figs. 3.10 A). From 1979 until 1992 most of the monthly
mean transport is higher than the mean of the last 22 years and the averaged transport is
-48.71 Sv, between 1992 and 1995 it weakens and the mean transport during this period is
-38.6 Sv, after 1995 it fluctuates around the mean of the last 22 years but with mean transport
of only -30.7 Sv. Near the tip of Antarctica Peninsula a WG weakening is not observed.
Long term transport time series derived from observations are not available for compar-
ison, and given the sparse spatial and temporal resolution of the measurements it is unlikely
that they could derived for the whole period simulated with FESOM. Nevertheless, fluctu-
ations of the WG strength have been described before and are mainly related to changes in
the wind field (e.g. Wang et al., 2012; Fahrbach et al., 2004; Fahrbach et al., 2011). Thus,
the WG variability can be related to atmospheric patterns like the Southern Annular Mode,
El Niño/Southern Oscillation, or the Antarctic Circumpolar Wave (Fahrbach et al., 2004;
Meredith et al., 2008b; Fahrbach et al., 2011). Changes in the wind also affect the dense wa-
ter production in the southwestern WS (Wang et al., 2012) and control the export of WSDW
across the SSR (Meredith et al., 2008a; Jullion et al., 2010; Fahrbach et al., 2011).
3.3.4 Validation closure
After comparing the output of the reference run outputs with different types of observa-
tional data and information found in the literature, I conclude that the circulation, water
mass characteristics and distribution, sea ice conditions, and ice shelf melting in the WS are
well represented by the model setup. The good representation of circulation and hydrogra-
phy along the Prime Meridian and SR04 in the model indicate that FESOM is an appropriate
tool to study water mass modification in the western WS.
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FIGURE 3.10: Time series of volume transport across the souther part of the Pime Meridian section
(A), and the western part of the SR04 section (B).
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Chapter 4
Results: Dense water formation in the
western Weddell Sea
In this Chapter the hypotheses that the western Weddell Sea (WS) is important for WSDW
formation is assessed based on the model results. First the dense water production in the
reference simulation is evaluated, than the differences in experiments EXLB and EXLC are
appraised. In the last part of the Chapter, the impact of changes in Larsen Ice Shelf along
the gateways to the fringing basins, Bransfield Strait (BS) and Scotia Sea, are investigated.
As done in Chapter 2, the terms Neutral Deep Water (DWγn) to refer to waters in the
γn-range from 28.27 to 28.4 kg m−3, and Neutral Bottom Water (BWγn) for γn higher than
28.4 kg m−3 are used instead of the more common WSDW and WSBW (Table 2.1).
4.1 Reference simulation
Four zonal and six meridional sections from the FESOM reference run are analyzed to eval-
uate the formation of dense water in the western WS. The zonal sections extend from the
Antarctic Peninsula to the 3500-m isobath (Fig 4.1) and are divided into shelf and slope sec-
tions; from south to north the shelf and slope components are named S0, S1, S2, S3, and
SL0, SL1, SL2, SL3, respectively. The meridional sections connect the offshore end of the
zonal sub-sections and run along either the shelf break or the 3500-m isobath. Mean values
mentioned in the text refer to the period between 1989 and 2010 unless stated otherwise.
The mean temperature fields show that WDW is present along the continental slope at
all latitudes (Fig. 4.2, left column). Temperatures higher than 0oC are found between 500
and 1750 m depth near the 3500-m isobath, the lower limit follows the bottom geometry
towards the coast and converges with the upper 0oC-isotherm near the shelf break. The
thickness of the intermediate water (IW) layer is increased by MWDW, and ranges from 100
to 2500 m depth offshore. On the slope, the lower boundary of MWDW (28.27 γn isoline)
follows more or less parallel to the WDW limit. MWDW intrudes the continental shelf in all
but the southern most sections where it is constrained offshore by dense waters observed
in the shallow areas of the continental shelf. The mean temperature of IW found on the
slope increases from -0.09oC in SL0 to -0.02oC in SL3 (Table A.1); the temperature increase is
stronger along the 3500-m isobath and rises from 0oC in SL01 to 0.1oC in SL23 (Table A.2).
The salinity (Fig. 4.2, middle column) of the IW is lower close to the surface and in the upper
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FIGURE 4.1: Northwestern Weddell Sea regional map with the sections used for the analysis of
the model results. The zonal sections are divided in continental shelf (green lines) and slope
segments (black lines), they are connected by sections along the shelf break (blue lines) and along
the 3500-m isobath (red lines). The names used for each part in the text are shown. Background
colors represent the bathymetry.
part of the continental slope, near the 3500-m isobath the salinity of the IW increases from
south to north (Tables A.1 and A.2).
DWγn appears below the IW along the slope and over the outer part of the continental
shelf. It is warmer and saltier near the offshore boundary of the sections and colder along
the steeper portions of the continental slope (Fig. 4.2, left and middle columns). Therefore
the mean temperature and salinity are higher along the 3500-m isobath (SL01, SL12, and
SL23) than on the continental slope (SL0, SL1, SL2, and SL3 - Tables A.1 and A.2).
On the southern section (S0 and SL0), a plume of BWγn is found on the shelf and the
upper part of the continental slope (Fig. 4.2, last row) with mean temperature and salinity
of -0.9oC and 34.661 in S0 and -0.73oC and 34.664 in SL0 (Table A.1), respectively. This cold
Salty Shelf Water (SSW) exists along the bottom of the shelf break until the middle of LIS-
C (S01 in Fig. 4.3; S2/SL2 in Fig. 4.2) and is connected to the cold DWγn observed on
the continental slope. SSW is formed to the south of the study area and, as it is carried
northward by the circulation, its signature disappears due to mixing with the overlaying
waters. Although absent in the mean-field figures, small amounts of BWγn sporadicly reach
SL3 but with higher mean temperature (-0.62oC) and salinity (34.667) than to the south.
The simulated mean meridional velocities (Fig. 4.2, right column) show a strong north-
ward current along the slope that is intensified towards the bottom as described in the lit-
erature (e.g. Fahrbach et al., 1994; Fahrbach et al., 2001). The core of the northward flow is
in the DWγn layer with velocities higher than 0.1 m/s and a maximum of 0.18 m/s in SL3.
The quasi-zonal velocities across the three meridional sections, that cross the ’canyons’ that
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connect the continental shelf with the slope, show an onshore flow in the southern part and
offshore flow in the northern part of the ’canyons’ (Fig. 4.3). The presence of currents with
opposite directions results in small mean net transports across all shelf break sections (Fig.
4.4, Total). Only 0.06 Sv leave the continental shelf through S01, 0.08 Sv cross the shelf break
in front of the northern portion of LIS-C (S12), but in the vicinity of Robertson Trough (S23)
the mean transport is 0.14 Sv onshore. The WG transport between the shelf break and the
3500-m isobath increases from 8.78 Sv in the south (SL0) to 17.21 Sv in the northern section
(SL3). The water volume balance is closed by offshore waters that are carried in the direction
of the slope across the 3500-m isobath: 3.07 Sv are carried towards the AP through SL01, the
transport reduces to 2.83 Sv and 2.45 Sv across SL12 and SL23, respectively.
To investigate the transport of dense water and how they interact with lighter waters, the
total transport through each section was divided based on the neutral densities of the ’water
masses’ (Fig. 4.4): surface waters (SW) lighter than γn = 28 kg m−3, WDW and MWDW as
the intermediate waters (IW) with 28 < γn < 28.27 kg m−3, and DWγn and BWγn.
Along the continental slope, the transport of DWγn increases downstream, namely from
3.77 Sv in SL0 to 6.29 Sv in SL3 (Fig. 4.4). 0.04 Sv of DWγn leave the continental shelf in front
of the northern part of LIS-C (S12) while at the other latitudes the mean transport is from
the continental slope to the continental shelf. DWγn contributions from offshore are higher
than from the continental shelf and raise from 0.27 Sv in the south (SL01) to 0.47 Sv in the
north (SL23), nevertheless they are to small to explain in total the increase of the along-slope
transport. The DWγn budget is closed due to the transformation of BWγn and IW to DWγn.
0.8 Sv of BWγn enter the study region through SL0 and only 0.68 Sv cross SL1. Adding
up the small contribution coming from the continental shelf gives a loss of 0.14 Sv of BWγn
that is converted to DWγn due to vertical mixing in the southeastern subregion (SL0-SL01-
SL1-S01). Between SL1 and SL2, 0.41 Sv of BWγn are transformed in DWγn, and 0.09 Sv
in the northern slope subregion. After the transformation along the continental slope, only
0.18 Sv of BWγn are carried northward through SL3.
Part of the IW mixes with DWγn increasing the volume of DWγn. In the southeastern
region 0.33 Sv of IW become denser, in the middle slope (SL1-SL12-SL2-S12) 0.32 Sv, and
between SL2 and SL3 0.1 Sv are converted to DWγn, but this value is equal to the error
in the total transport estimate in the northeast subregion. IW also mixes with overlaying
waters, and small amounts are transformed to SW along the continental slope. Besides of
the transformations to lighter and denser waters, the volume of IW transported along the
slope increases from 4.17 Sv in the south (SL0) to 10.13 Sv in the north (SL3). The increase
occurs because the volume of IW entering the study area across the 3500-m isobath is higher
than the volume transformed to SW and DWγn combined.
Along the continental shelf the total transport is one order of magnitude smaller than
along the continental slope and varies between 0.22 and 0.36 Sv (Fig. 4.4). The transport of
DWγn and BWγn decreases from south to north while the volume advection of SW and IW
rises. Since these changes cannot be explained by fluxes across the shelf break, the dense
waters entering the study region through S0 must become lighter (colder and fresher, Fig.
4.2) due to the mixing with GMW as they flow northward on the continental shelf.
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TABLE 4.1: Correlation between DWγn and BWγn transport time series in
consecutive sections on the slope.
SEC-SEC BWγn x BWγn DWγn x DWγn
normal lagged by
one month
normal lagged by
one month
SL2 SL3 0.8672 0.7613 0.9513 0.7072
SL1 SL2 0.8516 0.7874 0.9191 0.6913
SL0 SL1 0.7878 0.9160 0.8354 0.7667
The mean transport does not show any evidence of dense waters crossing the shelf break
to form WSDW or WSBW. Pulses of dense water coming from the continental shelf as pro-
posed by Schröder et al. (2002) are also not seen in the time series of the monthly mean
transport of DWγn and BWγn ( Fig. 4.5 and 4.6) across the shelf break. There is, however,
strong temporal variability of the transport along the continental slope that could be respon-
sible for the variability of the bottom waters observed in the northwestern WS (Schröder et
al., 2002). The model results are also inconsistent with the expectations created by the data
analysis performed in Chapter 2) and indicate that changes in WSDW properties and vol-
ume are caused by processes occurring upstream.
Most of the variability of DWγn and BWγn transport in one cross-slope section can be
explained by the fluctuations observed on the section immediately south (Table 4.1). Table
4.1 shows that the BWγn transport through SL1 has a correlation of 0.916 with the BWγn
crossing SL0 the month before. Between the other section pairs (SL1-SL2 and SL2-SL3) and
for all DWγn pairs the normal correlation is higher than the lagged relation with values
higher than 0.80. The time lag is probably due to the indentations observed near the shelf
break, where the BWγn is seen.
The high correlations between the dense water transport in consecutive slope subsec-
tions and the small transports across the shelf break indicate that, in the model, the waters
on the continental shelf off LIS have negligible contribution to WSDW and WSBW flowing
along the continental slope. This means that variability of dense waters in the northwestern
Weddell Sea (e.g. Schröder et al., 2002) could be triggered by fluctuations of the WG strength
(e.g. Fahrbach et al., 2011), events of dense water spill in the southwestern WS (e.g. Wang
et al., 2012), or variations of the inflow from the Indian sector (Jullion et al., 2014). The as-
sumption that LIS has a minor influence on the WSDW and WSBW formation is supported
by the results from the sensitivity experiments presented in the next sub-chapter.
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Potential Temperature (oC) Salinity Normal velocity (m/s)
S3 and SL3
S2 and SL2
S1 and SL1
S0 and SL0
Potential Temperature (oC) Salinity Normal velocity (m/s)
FIGURE 4.2: Mean values (1989-2010) of simulated potential temperature (left), salinity (middle),
and normal (meridional) velocity (right) along the 4 zonal sections in the reference run. The shelf
(S) and slope (SL) are shown together from south (bottom) to north (top), a black line on the shelf
break indicates the division between them. In all figures, the white contours are neutral density
(γn) isolines of 28, 28.27 and 28.4 kg m−3, the black bold lines are the 0 and -0.7oC isotherms; the
neutral density contours are labeled on the potential temperature figures (left). In the velocity
figures (right), the dashed lines are 0 m/s contours.
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S01 S12 S23
Potential Temperature (oC)
Salinity
Normal Velocity (m/s)
FIGURE 4.3: Mean values (1989-2010) of simulated potential temperature (top), salinity (middle),
and normal (on/offshore) velocity (bottom) along the shelf break sections in the reference run.
The sections are shown from south (left) to north (right). In all figures, the white contours are
neutral density (γn) isolines of 28, 28.27 and 28.4 kg m−3, the black bold lines are the -0.7oC
isotherms; the neutral density contours are labeled on the top left figure. In the velocity figures
(right), the dashed lines are 0 m/s contours.
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Total
SW IW
DWγn BWγn
FIGURE 4.4: Simulated mean transport (1989-2010) through all sections for the reference run. The
total transport is shown on top. The numbers correspond to the sections with matching colors
and the yellow numbers are the net errors. Second row shows the transport of Surface Waters
(SW, left) and Intermediate Waters (IW, right), and the third row Neutral Deep Water (DWγn,
left), and Neutral Bottom Water (BWγn, right); positive (negative) yellow numbers indicate that
water within the density range was consumed (formed) in the box. Transports are positive to the
north or to the east
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A) Shelf Break
S23
S12
S01
B) Continental Slope
SL23
SL2
SL1
SL0
FIGURE 4.5: Neutral Deep Water (DWγn) transport time series across the shelf break (A) and
along the continental slope (B) in the reference run (black line), EXLB (red line), and EXLC (blue
line). Section names are shown to the left of each graph, starting from south (bottom) to north
(top). Attention to the variable ordinate axis.
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A) Shelf Break
S23
S12
S01
B) Continental Slope
SL23
SL2
SL1
SL0
FIGURE 4.6: Neutral Bottom Water (BWγn) transport time series across the shelf break (A) and
along the continental slope (B) in the reference run (black line), EXLB (red line), and EXLC (blue
line). Section names are shown to the left of each graph, starting from south (bottom) to north
(top). Attention to the variable ordinate axis.
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4.2 Sensitivity experiments
In EXLB, which restores LIS-B to the situation prior to the breakup, the extra GMW coming
from the increased ice shelf area causes a freshening of the adjacent continental shelf (S3 in
Fig. 4.7). The lighter melt water with a higher buoyancy upwells along the ice shelf border
and pulls the bottom waters from the outer continental shelf into the LIS-B cavity as part
of the so-called ’ice-pump’ (Lewis and Perkin, 1986). As a result, the lower layers become
warmer and the surface cools because of the GMW. Part of the warmer waters is carried
southward near the coast causing a warming signal at the southern section (S0, Fig. 4.7).
Along the slope the temperature and salinity differences between EXLB and the reference
run are very small, i.e., the influence of LIS-B on the water thermohaline properties is mainly
restricted to the continental shelf.
In EXLC, with LIS-C totally removed, the surface waters on S3 become colder and fresher
while the remaining of the continental shelf experience a temperature and salinity increase
(Fig. 4.7). The warming and salinification on most of the continental shelf are caused by
the reduction of GMW input. The subsurface salinification1increases the water column sta-
bility leading to the accumulation of fresh water from precipitation and sea ice melt at the
surface. In addition, the input of fresh water due to precipitation in the region where LIS-C
was removed is carried northward and contributes to the stability of the water column on
the northern section. As a consequence, vertical mixing is reduced and sea ice melt water
accumulates near the surface dropping the mean temperatures.
On the southern continental shelf (section S0) salinity increases at the surface and inter-
mediate layers. A warming signal is present at mid depth but does not reach the bottom
layer (Fig. 4.7). The warming caused by the removal of LIS-C is smaller in the south than
in the north because of the mean flow, which, in the reference run, carries the GMW north-
ward. Near the bottom, the SSW contains only small amounts of GMW and does not change
its characteristics when GMW from LIS-C is missing. The salinity increase of the already
salty intermediate layer leads to an accumulation of the salt from sea ice formation near
the surface. Freezing of the saltier surface water during intense sea ice production periods
injects more brine into the ocean making the bottom water at S0 slightly saltier and colder
in EXLC. Changes seen on the continental shelf affect the surface layer along the slope but
cannot influence the deeper layers in the western WS.
The differences in temperature and salinity cause small changes in the offshore transport
of DWγn and BWγn (Fig. 4.6 and 4.5), namely a slight increase in EXLC and a decrease in
EXLB. However, these changes have little impact on the transport of dense waters along the
continental slope.
The analysis performed indicates that the presence of LIS-B (EXLB) or the absence of LIS-
C (EXLC) do not have major impacts on the formation of WSDW and WSBW in the western
WS. While, the ice shelves seem to play a larger role for the waters flowing northward on
the continental shelf, which allows for the changes to be carried into Bransfield Strait (BS),
they have a minor impact on the outflow across South Scotia Ridge (SSR) as disclosed next.
1Salinity plays a dominant role for the density of cold waters under low pressure.
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4.3 Outflow
Two sections, one between Joinville Island and Elephant Island (JOEL) and the other start-
ing at Elephant Island, passing the South Orkney Plateau, continuing along the SSR and
ending east of the South Sandwich Trench (SST) (Fig. 4.8), are analyzed to verify whether
the changes seen in the sensitivity experiments are carried into BS or the Scotia Sea.
In the reference run, cold and fresh water is advected on the continental shelf from the
WS to BS (Fig. 4.9), although this water is warmer than in S3 (Fig. 4.7). The bottom of the
southern and northern slope of BS is occupied by saltier and slightly warmer waters than the
continental shelf. The center of the depression is filled with a warm water of intermediate
salinity originating from the Scotia Sea, probably CDW carried by the ACC.
The cyclonic circulation of BS is marked by a strong westward current at the southern
slope opposed by an eastward flow in the middle of the depression that extends from the
surface down to the deeper part of the northern slope. The warm water intrusions seen on
the northern part of the section are associated to a flow to the west near Elephant Island.
In EXLB, the continental shelf becomes colder and fresher than in the reference run, and
the same signal is observed in the surface layer of the entire section. These modifications are
caused by the GMW coming from LIS-B; the warm water carried onshore by the ’ice pump’,
created by the presence of LIS-B, hinders the cooling near the bottom. The current to the
west (negative) is stronger on the shelf and in the deeper part of the southern slope and is
weaker around the shelf break (Fig. 4.9). The northern part of the cyclonic gyre is stronger
and the westward flow coming from Scotia Sea is weaker in EXLB.
In EXLC, the warming of the western WS continental shelf, associated to a freshening
near the surface and salinity increase at the bottom (S3 in Fig. 4.7), is transfered to BS (Fig.
4.9). Compared to the reference simulation, the flow from WS into BS is weaker on the
continental shelf but stronger near the shelf break. Accordingly, the northern branch of the
cyclonic gyre and thewestward current related to thewarmwater inflow are also intensified.
The total mean transport through JOEL in the reference run is -1.5 Sv (westwards), from
which half of is attributed to the warm waters (SW and IW) seen on the northern slope (Fig.
4.9, Table A.3). Only 0.17 Sv are carried into BS across the southern continental shelf, mainly
SW and IW. On the southern slope, 0.49 Sv of IW and 0.34 Sv of DWγn are transported
westward as part of the southern branch of the BS cyclonic gyre. The eastward part of the
gyre carries 0.19 Sv of SW over the southern slope and 0.13 Sv of DWγn transported near
the bottom of the northern slope. In EXLB, the volume of DWγn transported westward on
the southern slope drops to 0.27 Sv, reducing the volume recirculated on the northern slope
to 0.1 Sv. In EXLC, the DWγn transport increases to 0.43 Sv westward and 0.16 Sv eastward
on the southern and northern slopes, respectively. This documents the importance of LIS-C
on the ventilation of BS.
On the section along the SSR (Fig. 4.10), between Elephant Island and the South Orkney
Plateau waters are, in general, colder and fresher than for the rest of the SSR. The warmest
core seen to the east of the plateau indicates the proximity of Upper Circumpolar Deep
Water (UCDW), while the salinity maximum can be associated with Lower Circumpolar
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Deep Water (LCDW). The warm water seen to the west of the plateau is stronger influenced
by WDW, since the Powell Basin cyclonic gyre brings this water mass closer to the section.
DWγn is found along the whole section with low salinities in Philip Passage, the Orkney
Passage (immediately east of South Orkney Plateau), and the South Sandwich Trench. This
fresher version of DWγn corresponds to WSDW that escapes the WS to contribute to AABW
and, therefore, has similar characteristics as the WSDW seen in S3 (Fig. 4.7). The strongest
northward velocities occur in the WSDW outflow areas resulting in a DWγn export of 1.88
Sv through Philip Passage, 3.16 Sv through the gaps in SSR, and 8.07 Sv via the South Sand-
wich Trench (Table A.4). BWγn exists only in the South Sandwich Trench and is transported
northward at a rate of 0.166 Sv.
The export of DWγn through Philip Passage is higher than the WSDW export rates given
by Naveira Garabato et al. (2002), 0.7 ± 0.4 Sv and -0.1 ± 0.3 Sv derived from LADCP-
referenced geostrophic estimates and an inverse box model, respectively, but are smaller
than the mean annual values from the simulation performed by Schodlok et al. (2002), 2.2
Sv. The total transport of DWγn across the SSR, including Philip Passage, i.e. 6.04 Sv, agrees
well with the model (6.4 Sv - Schodlok et al. (2002)) and the geostrophic estimates (6.7 ±
1.7 Sv - Naveira Garabato et al. (2002)), but are higher than the results from the inverse box
model ( 4.7± 0.7 Sv - Naveira Garabato et al. (2002)). East of the South Sandwich Islands, the
export of WSDW in the inverse box model is of 5.07 ± 4.3 Sv (Naveira Garabato et al., 2002),
besides of the large error bar this estimate does not include the contribution of dense waters
entering the WS from the east which are included in the global simulation performed with
FESOM. This brief juxtaposition of the outflow rates obtained from FESOM results with the
literature demonstrates that this import feature for the global circulation is well represented
by FESOM.
The comparison of reference simulation with the two experiments along the gateways
to BS and Scotia Sea shows that LIS has a direct influence over the BS deep waters and
circulation but is of negligible importance for the WS contributions to AABW. Because of
relation between BS deep waters and the primary production (e.g. Gonçalves-Araujo et al.,
2015), changes in LIS configuration can trigger modifications in the delicate biological cycle
of the Southern Ocean.
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Reference EXLB - Reference EXLC - Reference
S3 and SL3
S0 and SL0
Potential Temperature (oC) Potential Temperature Difference (oC)
S3 and SL3
S0 and SL0
Salinity Salinity Difference
FIGURE 4.7: Mean (1989-2010) simulated potential temperature and salinity along the southern
and northern zonal sections in the reference run (left), the difference between EXLB and reference
(middle), and EXLC minus reference (right). The white contours on the reference run figures are
neutral density (γn) isolines of 28, 28.27 and 28.4 kg m−3, and the black bold lines are the 0 and
-0.7oC isotherms; the neutral density contours are labeled on the potential temperature figures
(left). Black contour lines on the difference figures are shown at 0.02oC and 0.02 intervals.
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FIGURE 4.8: Northwestern Weddell Sea regional map with the sections used for the outflow anal-
ysis (black lines). The gray dashed lines and the gray numbers represent the flow of DWγn and the
transport in Sv across the subsections, respectively. Abbreviations are listed clockwise: continen-
tal shelf subsection (CS), Bransfield Strait (BS), southern slope subsection (SS), northern slope sub-
section (NS), Elephant Island (EI), Powell Basin (PB), Philip Passage (PP), South Orkney Plateau
(SOP), South Scotia Ridge (SSR), South Sandwich Trench (SST). Background colors represent the
bathymetry.
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FIGURE 4.9: Mean (1989-2010) simulated values of potential temperature, salinity, and normal
velocity along the Joinville-Elephant section in the reference run (left column), the difference be-
tween EXLB and reference (middle), and EXLC minus reference (right). The continental shelf
(CS), southern slope (SS), and northern slope (NS) divisions are shown as black lines. The white
contours in the reference run figures are neutral density (γn) isolines of 28, and 28.27 kg m−3, the
black bold lines are 0 and -0.7oC isotherms; neutral density contours are labeled on the top left
figure. The dashed lines in the velocity figure (bottom left) are 0 m/s contours. Black contour
lines on the difference figures are shown at 0.02 intervals.
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FIGURE 4.10: Mean (1989-2010) simulated potential temperature, salinity, and normal
(in/outflow) velocity along the northern Weddell Sea section in the reference run (left column),
the difference between EXLB and reference (middle), and EXLC minus reference (right). The
white contours on the reference run figures are neutral density (γn) isolines of 28, 28.27 and 28.4
kg m−3, and the black bold lines are 0 and -0.7oC isotherms; the neutral density contours are
labeled on the top left figure. The dashed lines in the velocity figure (bottom left) are 0 m/s con-
tours. Black contour lines on the difference figures are shown at 0.02 intervals. Abbreviations
in magenta are: Phillip Passage (PP), South Orkney Pateau (SOP), South Scotia Ridge (SSR), and
South Sandwich Trench (SST).
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Chapter 5
Summary and Outlook
5.1 Summary
Studies based on observations hypothesized that the western Weddell Sea (WS) is a source
of WSDW (e.g. Fahrbach et al., 1995; Huhn et al., 2008), an important contributor to AABW.
In this study this hypothesis is tested based on observations and model experiments.
The analysis of the hydrographic sections obtained during cruise ANT XXIX-3 shows
the thickening of the WSDW (DWγn) layer from south to north and the ongoing mixture
of dense waters. Supported by the findings of previous studies (e.g Schröder et al., 2002;
Absy et al., 2008), a mixing scheme for the production of WSDW is proposed with two local
sources of dense waters: (1) the continental shelf in font of Larsen-A Ice shelf (LIS-A) and
Larsen-B Ice Shelf, and (2) the continetal shelf in front of Larsen-C Ice Shelf (LIS-C) (Fig. 5.1
a).
The increase of the DWγn layer thickness from south to north is also obvious from the
modelled sections in front of LIS-C and LIS-B. However, the model results suggest that there
is little dense water flowing out from the continental shelf, thus, this region does not have
the expected importance for WSDW and WSBW production in the model. This result is
supported by the small modifications along the continental slope and the northern margin
of the WS, which occurred after a significant environmental change was implemented in the
model, namely the removal of LIS-C (EXLC).
Although this seems to contradict the findings based on in situ measurements, it is pos-
sible to explain most of the observations based on the model results. The dense water ob-
served near the shelf break in front of LIS-C and in the Robertson Through has been assumed
to be locally produced, but in the model it is steered towards the AP from the upper part
of the continental slope by the local bathymetry. The cold, salty lense described by Absy
et al. (2008) may originate from the Salty Shelf Waters (SSW) entering the study region from
the south, seen in the model near the shelf break in front of the southern part of LIS-C.
Additionally, noble gas measurements (Huhn et al., 2008) indicate that the lense is mainly
influenced by HSSW and thus cannot originate only from waters formed in front of Larsen
Ice Shelf (LIS), where estimates based on satellite and reanalysis data show that the sea ice
production is low (Tamura et al., 2008).
Based on the model results, a new mixing scheme is proposed: SSW formed further
upstream is carried into the study region, along its path to the north it mixes with MWDW
or WDW to produce a different type of WSDW (Fig. 5.1 b). The mixture process is probably
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enhanced when the flow crosses an abrupt bathymetric feature, like the canyons in front of
LIS-C, living the impression that the resulting ’new’ dense water is originating from a local
source.
The previous arguments suggest that the circulation scheme for the western WS, pro-
posed from observations, has flaws that cannot be proved right or wrong without new
hydrographic and bathymetric data from the western WS continental shelf. Most of the
observational studies are based on data collected northward from LIS, or on the continen-
tal slope in front of LIS-C with few measurements near the shelf break or on the continetal
shelf. Therefore, the studies can only speculate about the sources of the observed WSDW
(e.g. Schröder et al., 2002; Absy et al., 2008; Caspel et al., 2015a).
On the other hand, it could certainly be argued that the model results are incorrect be-
cause of: (a) The model is forced by a reanalysis product (CFSR) that may still contain flaws
and uncertainties. This can be exemplified by the differences to other reanalysis products
from the same ’generation’, e.g., mean summer precipitation around Antarctica is higher
in CFSR than in ERA Interim (Dee et al., 2011) (Fig. A.2). (b) The ocean floor seems to
be unrealistically smooth in front of LIS-C when compared to the features observed in the
southern WS or near the tip of AP. It might be that this representation is correct, but even
the recent international effort to compile a bathymetric chart of the Southern Ocean (IBCSO;
Arndt et al., 2013) had to rely on products derived from remote sensing data due to the
lack of in situ measurements in this region. Depth estimates based on grounded icebergs
(Luckman et al., 2010) indicate discrepancies of more than 200 m to the General Bathymetric
Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO; Hall, 2006), and some heli-CTD casts performed during ISPOL
(Hellmer et al., 2008) showed differences of more than 100 m in comparison to the expected
depth. Topographic steering by submarine ridges could direct the dense water away from
the continental shelf/shelf break, triggering the mixture of waters or mesoscale variability
(e.g. Wåhlin, 2002; Darelius et al., 2009).
Concerning the simulations used for this work, it could be argued that the intense melt-
ing of sea ice during summer around the AP leads to a stabilization of the water column that
hinders deep convection during sea ice formation, avoiding the densification of the shelf
waters. Another reason for questioning the model results is the lower salinity of WDW and
MWDW, simulated already along the Prime Meridian, which leads to a lack of salt on the
continental shelf with the aforementioned consequences. The presence of lighter waters on
the continental shelf could affect the volume of dense waters on the slope. However the vol-
umes of DWγn and BWγn carried along the slope, together with the thickness and position
of the dense layer agree with the observations. In addition, the Weddell Gyre strength and
the WSDW export across the South Scotia Ridge simulated with FESOM are in good agree-
ment with the estimates from previous studies (e.g. Naveira Garabato et al., 2002; Klatt et al.,
2005). Note, the reference simulation was validated for the sea-ice cycle, ice shelf melting,
and ocean thermohaline properties prior to the focused study of the western WS.
On the one hand, the data analysis performed in Chapter 2, supporting the results pre-
sented in previous studies (e.g. Fahrbach et al., 1995), depicts the western WS as a WSDW
source region (Fig. 5.1 a). On the other hand, the model results show that there is no dense
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water spill from the continental shelf off LIS. Instead, the variability and thickening of the
WSDW layer in the northwestern WS are caused by (a) intensive mixing of Intermediate
Water (IW) with DWγn, (b) dense waters formed further upstream in the southwestern WS,
and (c) fluctuations of the whole WG.
More in situ data are needed to determine whether the western Weddell Sea is a region
where dense water is formed or whether it only serves as a conduit for dense waters formed
upstream, which interact in the western WS before reaching their equilibrium. Given the
importance of that deep water for the local and global circulation, it would be timely to
learn more about its path and history before it becomes AABW.
5.2 Outlook
There is plenty of evidence for the time variability of WSDW properties (e.g. Azaneu et al.,
2013; Fahrbach et al., 2011; Huhn et al., 2013), and many ideas about the causes have been
proposed: (a) changes in the thermohaline properties or volume of the CDW entering the
WS, (b) variations of the sea ice cycle, (c) modifications in the wind field, (d) variability in
the dense water entering the WS from the east, or (e) differences in the outflow rate. All
these mechanisms interact, and their decoupling is a task where model studies can be of
great help. However, in order to be useful the models need to be quite realistic and for that
it is important to validate their results against observations.
Here, the importance of the continental shelf in the western WS was investigated using
FESOM. Contradicting previous ideas (e.g. Gordon et al., 1993; Schröder et al., 2002; Huhn
et al., 2008; Jullion et al., 2013), the model shows that this region plays only a minor role
in WSDW formation. The model was calibrated against two well-sampled hydrographic
sections before the area of interest was analyzed; it would be certainly possible to tune (cali-
brate) the model to produce dense water off LIS, but that would be a biased procedure based
on what is expected.
As discussed before, this issue can only be settled by additional in-situ data. Sampling
hydrographic sections in front of LIS-C across the continental shelf and along the shelf break,
crossing the channels connecting the continental shelf and the continental slope is desper-
ately needed. The more common cross-slope sections are also important but, as mentioned
in Chapter 2, consecutive transects can reveal more than a single realization. Data from
oceanographic moorings placed along the Prime Meridian Section and SR04 can be used to
study the WSDW variability and provide further constrains for model calibration. The later
is proposed in the framework of grant SPP 1158/14, ’Sources and Variability of Weddell Sea
Deep Water’ 1. An oceanographic cruise to the western WS should also include extensive
bathymetric soundings. A better knowledge of the terrain would be essential to plan the
oceanographic sampling and prepare more realistic grids for model studies. To date, the
western Weddell Sea is one of the least sampled regions of the world ocean.
Meanwhile, there is a constant effort to improve the numerical model. A new sea ice
thermodynamic scheme with two layers of ice and one of snow, which also considers heat
1proposal no 20151030542910899308
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a) Local formation
b) HSSW coming from the south
FIGURE 5.1: Proposed mixing scheme for the formation of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) in the
western Weddell Sea derived from the observations (a - copy of Fig. 2.10 ), and from the model
results (b). The flow of Warm Deep Water (WDW, red line), Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW,
blue line), Larsen C Water (LCW, yellow line in a), Larsen A and B Water (LABW, green line in
a), and Salty Shelf Water (SSW, purple line in b) are shown together with the main outflow paths.
Abreviations are: Joinville Island (JI), Larsen A and B (LAB), Larsen C (LC), Philip Passage (PP),
South Orkney Islands (SO), South Sandwich Islands (SS).
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storage related to sea ice temperature changes (Winton, 2000), is close to being operational;
variable drag coefficients between sea ice and atmosphere will also be tested. In addition, a
new mesh for WS studies is designed with higher resolution in the WG recirculation area,
where the inflow of CDW occurs. The increased computational cost would be compensated
by a reduced number of experiments, since a single evaluation of the model can be used for
different studies, like inflow of CDW in the WS, intrusion of warm waters underneath FRIS,
HSSW production in the Ronne polynya, and outflow of WSDW to the fringing basins. With
a better comprehension of the WS, the variability of AABW found in the abyssal plain of all
oceans and, thus, the changes in the global meridional overturning circulation can be better
understood and possibly predicted.
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Appendix A
Complementary figures and tables
Figures and tables that are not necessary for the understanding of the ideas presented on
the main text but might be of interest of a curious reader are shown here.
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TABLE A.1: Mean transport, temperature, and salinity of the four ’water
masses’ across the zonal sections
SEC WM Ref EXLB EXLC
Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal
S0 SW -0.013 -1.7 34.374 -0.001 -1.58 32.387 -0.01 -1.81 34.44
IW -0.002 -1.32 34.53 0.008 -1.28 34.53 0.009 -1.56 34.52
DWγn 0.155 -0.79 34.626 0.128 -0.76 34.628 0.155 -0.77 34.63
BWγn 0.215 -0.9 34.661 0.238 -0.88 34.664 0.217 -0.99 34.655
S1 SW 0.09 -1.69 34.236 0.01 -0.95 21.703 0.097 -1.67 34.28
IW 0.061 -0.99 34.546 0.13 -0.92 34.549 0.061 -0.93 34.565
DWγn 0.078 -0.7 34.63 0.073 -0.65 34.635 0.085 -0.66 34.637
BWγn 0.066 -0.72 34.657 0.098 -0.7 34.66 0.064 -0.76 34.662
S2 SW 0.147 -1.39 34.319 0.03 -1.36 34.103 0.159 -1.5 34.25
IW 0.036 -0.87 34.553 0.087 -0.74 34.558 0.064 -0.65 34.585
DWγn 0.034 -0.65 34.631 0.057 -0.58 34.636 0.031 -0.57 34.645
BWγn 0.001 -0.82 34.642 0.014 -0.89 34.634 0.001 -0.65 34.662
S3 SW 0.175 -1.02 34.344 0.068 -1.08 34.279 0.326 -1.17 34.261
IW 0.172 -1.18 34.514 0.108 -0.76 34.525 0.086 -0.66 34.577
DWγn 0.018 -1.05 34.564 0.09 -0.57 34.62 0.005 -0.58 34.635
BWγn -0.002 -1.83 34.559 0.001 -1.88 34.54 -0.001 -0.95 34.632
SL0 SW 0.035 -1.77 34.376 0.032 -1.77 34.375 0.038 -1.79 34.379
IW 4.173 -0.09 34.618 4.084 -0.09 34.617 4.262 -0.09 34.618
DWγn 3.772 -0.38 34.65 3.781 -0.37 34.65 3.734 -0.38 34.65
BWγn 0.802 -0.73 34.664 0.911 -0.73 34.664 0.741 -0.73 34.665
SL1 SW 0.261 -1.7 34.327 0.269 -1.7 34.328 0.275 -1.74 34.329
IW 6.455 -0.07 34.622 6.394 -0.07 34.622 6.602 -0.06 34.623
DWγn 4.496 -0.38 34.651 4.463 -0.38 34.651 4.501 -0.39 34.652
BWγn 0.675 -0.64 34.665 0.842 -0.63 34.665 0.6 -0.64 34.666
SL2 SW 0.477 -1.61 34.316 0.499 -1.61 34.319 0.493 -1.68 34.313
IW 8.418 -0.06 34.623 8.362 -0.06 34.623 8.669 -0.05 34.624
DWγn 5.652 -0.4 34.652 5.642 -0.4 34.652 5.577 -0.41 34.652
BWγn 0.265 -0.62 34.667 0.41 -0.61 34.667 0.204 -0.61 34.667
SL3 SW 0.613 -1.45 34.293 0.649 -1.45 34.295 0.633 -1.55 34.282
IW 10.131 -0.02 34.628 10.062 -0.02 34.628 10.279 -0.01 34.629
DWγn 6.294 -0.38 34.652 6.394 -0.38 34.652 6.324 -0.39 34.653
BWγn 0.176 -0.62 34.667 0.244 -0.61 34.668 0.122 -0.61 34.669
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TABLE A.2: Mean transport, temperature, and salinity of the four ’water
masses’ across the meridional sections
SEC WM Ref EXLB EXLC
Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal
SL01 SW -0.181 -1.78 34.33 -0.184 -1.77 34.332 -0.193 -1.79 34.331
IW -2.618 0 34.628 -2.66 0 34.628 -2.698 0 34.629
DWγn -0.268 -0.29 34.654 -0.268 -0.28 34.654 -0.268 -0.29 34.654
BWγn 0 NaN NaN 0 NaN NaN 0 NaN NaN
SL12 SW -0.162 -1.75 34.293 -0.161 -1.74 34.294 -0.166 -1.78 34.294
IW -2.283 0.06 34.638 -2.269 0.06 34.637 -2.336 0.06 34.638
DWγn -0.391 -0.3 34.656 -0.385 -0.3 34.656 -0.391 -0.31 34.656
BWγn 0 NaN NaN 0 NaN NaN 0 NaN NaN
SL23 SW -0.124 -1.66 34.238 -0.123 -1.66 34.241 -0.127 -1.71 34.234
IW -1.853 0.1 34.645 -1.814 0.1 34.645 -1.881 0.1 34.645
DWγn -0.472 -0.31 34.657 -0.475 -0.31 34.657 -0.471 -0.31 34.657
BWγn 0 NaN NaN 0 NaN NaN 0 NaN NaN
S01 SW 0.012 -1.76 34.373 0.013 -1.75 34.37 0.012 -1.78 34.389
IW 0.049 -0.72 34.585 0.05 -0.71 34.585 0.052 -0.71 34.586
DWγn -0.013 -0.5 34.646 -0.013 -0.5 34.647 -0.011 -0.5 34.646
BWγn 0.01 -0.73 34.668 0.012 -0.72 34.667 0.009 -0.73 34.67
S12 SW 0.016 -1.62 34.327 0.024 -1.61 34.326 0.014 -1.72 34.329
IW 0.03 -0.53 34.593 0.042 -0.51 34.593 0.022 -0.46 34.6
DWγn 0.038 -0.54 34.649 0.042 -0.54 34.65 0.038 -0.5 34.651
BWγn -0.001 -0.64 34.664 0.018 -0.63 34.665 -0.007 -0.63 34.666
S23 SW -0.019 -1.44 34.313 -0.007 -1.43 34.313 -0.018 -1.59 34.303
IW -0.105 -0.47 34.594 -0.059 -0.44 34.595 -0.118 -0.39 34.604
DWγn -0.019 -0.55 34.647 -0.009 -0.53 34.648 -0.023 -0.53 34.652
BWγn 0 -0.63 34.664 0.003 -0.61 34.665 0 -0.6 34.667
TABLE A.3: Mean transport, temperature, and salinity of the four ’water
masses’ across the section between Joinville Island and Elephant Island
SEC WM Ref EXLB EXLC
Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal
CS SW -0.083 -0.58 34.341 -0.13 -0.7 34.322 -0.045 -0.58 34.31
IW -0.084 -0.59 34.568 -0.102 -0.59 34.553 -0.033 -0.41 34.592
DW -0.003 -0.66 34.616 -0.001 -0.7 34.611 -0.005 -0.46 34.639
BW 0 -1.79 34.541 0 0 -1.55 34.579
SS SW 0.188 -0.39 34.353 0.197 -0.43 34.34 0.211 -0.37 34.335
IW -0.487 -0.19 34.614 -0.595 -0.19 34.612 -0.399 -0.13 34.619
DW -0.336 -0.43 34.639 -0.269 -0.43 34.637 -0.428 -0.4 34.645
BW 0 0 0
NS SW -0.479 -0.23 34.367 -0.497 -0.26 34.356 -0.514 -0.2 34.352
IW -0.408 -0.13 34.619 -0.299 -0.13 34.617 -0.467 -0.09 34.623
DW 0.13 -0.4 34.64 0.095 -0.39 34.639 0.162 -0.38 34.644
BW 0 0 0
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TABLE A.4: Mean transport, temperature, and salinity of the four ’water
masses’ across the section along the northern Weddell Sea section
SEC WM Ref EXLB EXLC
Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal Tr(Sv) θ (oC) Sal
PHP SW 0.803 -0.26 34.336 0.82 -0.27 34.333 0.818 -0.23 34.324
IW 3.424 0.05 34.63 3.487 0.04 34.629 3.312 0.06 34.631
DW 1.881 -0.37 34.65 1.868 -0.37 34.649 1.915 -0.37 34.651
BW 0 NaN NaN 0 NaN NaN 0 NaN NaN
SSR SW 0.782 -0.26 34.231 0.804 -0.27 34.225 0.78 -0.25 34.221
IW 4.604 0.15 34.646 4.794 0.15 34.646 4.471 0.15 34.646
DW 3.169 -0.21 34.659 3.135 -0.21 34.658 3.228 -0.21 34.659
BW 0 NaN NaN 0 NaN NaN 0 NaN NaN
SST SW 0.886 -0.76 33.833 0.886 -0.77 33.826 0.886 -0.77 33.814
IW 8.632 0.15 34.656 8.694 0.14 34.656 8.528 0.15 34.656
DW 8.074 -0.39 34.658 8.071 -0.39 34.658 8.119 -0.39 34.658
BW 0.166 -0.68 34.652 0.169 -0.68 34.652 0.166 -0.68 34.652
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SL01 SL12 SL23
Reference
Potential Temperature (oC)
Salinity
Perpendicular velocity
FIGURE A.1: Mean values (1989-2010) of simulated potential temperature (top), salinity (middle),
and normal (on/offshore) velocity (bottom) in the sections along 3500m isobath in the reference
run. The sections are shown from south (left) to north (right). The white contours are neutral
density (γn) isolines of 28 and 28.27 kg m−3, the black bold lines are the 0oC isotherms, the dashed
lines are 0 m/s velocity contours.
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FIGURE A.2: CFSR and ERA Interim summer mean precipitation. The averaged period is from
1979 until 2010. Image obtained using Climate Reanalyzer (http://cci-reanalyzer.org), Climate
Change Institute, University of Maine, USA.
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